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THE DAILY MAXIM

he bad broken his parole, Hall replied,
"I wanted to see my old mother and
twenty years was a long time to wait."
Hall's mother lives at Waldport, Ore.

ESCAPED CONVICT
RECAPTURED BY

with total loss of all their crops
from the protracted
drouth, Tulsa
county farmers are considering seriously the employment of J. M. Matthews of San Antonio. Tex., who haB
Invented a rain making machine
which he calls the rainolette . and
which he claims will produce a shower in from ten to twenty hours at a
trifling cost. Matthews was Induced
several years ago to try one of his
rain making machines here and he
succeeded in getting a light shower,
according to the statement of those
who witnessed the test. His machine
la Intended to drive an air current
upward at
velocity of eighty-on- e
miles an hour. By this process, Mat
thews says, the warm and cool strata
of atmosphere .are "mixed" in such
a manner as to bring about condensation. Many Tulsa county farmers who
ordinarily would pay little heed to any
such process are inclined now to giv
anything that might produce needed
rain a test. Showers now will save
the late corn and be very beneficial
to cotton which has stood the drouth
remarkably well. It might also pro
duce a late crop of hay to offset th-usual crop, which was a total failure.

GOVERNOR

HENWOOD TELLS
OF THREATS BY

MAL EMPLOY "RAIN MAKER"
Tulsa, Okla., June 23. Threatened

I am going up
stairs'" replied Von Phul, "and pull
out of bed
that gray headed
Bald yesterday?'

VONPHUL

and show hfm who is master here,
but 111 get you first"
With that, according to the witness
Von Phul knocked Henwood down.
The latter thought Von Phul was
reaching for a revolver, he testified,
and drew his own and began shoot-

POPULACE

CITY EDITION

GIVEN

CHANCE TO SEE
MONARCH

ing.

pieceded the state carriage. In the
royal equipage with the king and
queen rode Field Marshall Kitchener
and the bearer of the royal standard.
The royal escort brought up the rear.
Seats for many thousands had been
erected along this long route, and the
progress of the king and queen was
indeed a royal one. Eerywhere they
received an uproarious welcome from
the viators In the hotels, from the
stands of PlcadUly, Trafalgar Square. COLUMN SURPRISED AND CUT TO
PIECES BY BLOODTHIRSTY
and the Strand; from the business'
men of London
who
ARABS
had
proper,
brought their wives and children to
the city for. this day, and again from
their majesties', humblest subjects CASUALTIES TOTAL 1,000
south of the river.
For picturesqueness the Indian sec- - GOVERNMENT GUNBOAT
SHELLS
tion could not be excelled anywhere
LOYAL SOLDIERS INSTEAD
in the world. The Indian
cavalry In,
OF THE ENEMY
me most gorgeous uniforms and turbans, wearing medals won on the field
of battle, preceded the
carriages In HAND TO HAND FIGHTING
which were the ruling Indian prince)
and potentates. The latter were fairly weighted down with Jewels of enor-niuo-s HUNDREDS OF
REFUGEES SUF- value. Their costumes, IncludFER1NG FROM PAINFUL DAGing turbans and tunics, were of every
GER WOUNDS
imoBiiinuie nue. . iney received
a
hearty reception at which they were
17. (via
Hodeidajh, Arabia, June
visibly pleased.
Aden, June 23.) Rebels In great
A drizzling rain fell as the
royal force today surprised , and cut up a
carriage, drawn by eight
Turkish column commanded by Masteeds slowly came up Constltu-tiohomed Ail Pasha outside Gheezan, a
Hill, but it did not damnen th town on
the Red Sea about 100 miles
enthusiasm of the crowds, who were
north of Hodeldah. A thousand Turthere to give the sovereigns their first
kish soldiers were killed. Mahobed
welcome since coronation day.
AH Pasha is missing.
The fighting
was so desperate and at such close
quarters that hundreds of Turkish
LOADED LIGHTERS
are suffering from dagger
wounds. The survivors fled In disorSUNK GY TORNADO der to Gheezan, pursued by the rebels.
The Turkish gunboat Stuebbe, intend
ing to shell the Arabs, shelled Gheezan
AT IQUIQUE, SHIPS ALSO WERE instead, killing or wounding several
hundreds of the soldiers. The rebels
STRIPPED ENORMOUS DAMcaptured four big guns, two Maxims,
AGE DONE
two thousand rifles and a quantity of
ammunition.
Iquique, June 23. A tornado, accoma
panied by rain and
high temperaGheezan seaport City
ture .struck this part today. A hunGheezan, near which the rebellious
dred loaded, lighters were sunk In th
the TwklaU troops, Is a
harbors and ships were stripped of Arabs routed
of the Torkisb. vilayet of
eaport
their masts. In the city roof3 were
in southwestern Arabia, Temin
blown from several buildings. A panic Temln,
a mountainous district where peo
was caused and many persons were
ple are engaged chiefly In stock raisinjured. Rain rarely falls here. The
and who ere almost continuously
ing
Italian ship Cavaliere Cerampla was ir. revolt
against Turkish authority.
sunk.
Telegraph poles were blown To the north is the vilayet of Ascl or
down. It Is feared that considerable
Assyr, the' capital of which, Abha, was
damage has been done at the nitrate
captured by rebellious Arabs,
fields in the interior.
The last tor- recently
who made prisoners of the Turkish
nado preceding this was experienced
garrison composed of 3,000 men.
in 1831.

TURKISH TROOPS

SLAUGHTERED
BY REBELS

KING GEORGE AND QUEEN MARY
TAKES WITNESS STAND
Replying W the Question why he
SHOWED THEMSELVES TOAND
LEADRECITES
DETAILS
ALLY BOUND TO RETAKE
though Von Phul carried a revolver,
DAY IN PARADE
the
relate
to
ING
TRAGEDY
Henwood
TO
FELON HE HAD PAROLED
proceeded
eents occurring In the afternoon at
a down town department store. He
HELPS CASE CONSIDERABLY mid he had an appointment with Von CHEERED BY THEIR SUBJECTS
FUGITIVE ASLEEP BY ROAD
Phul at 5:30 o'clock In the latter
DECLARES HE SHOT
ST. LOUIS room, hut Von Phul was not there. HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS WHO
ASKED WHY HE HAD VIOLATED
Instead he found Von Phul, Mrs
LINED PATH OF PROCESSION
MAN BECAUSE HE FEARED
CONFIDENCE, SAID IT WAS TO
Springer and the latter's mother in
TENDERED THEM OVATION
FOR HIS OWN LIFE
SEE HIS MOTHER
the store. He aocosted Mrs. Springer,
saying: "Isahelie, you are not doing
OTHER PRISONERS APOLOGIZE
MRS. SPRINGER TESTIFIES as you promised In this matter. You A DRIZZLING RAIN FELL
have come down here to meet this
man when you promised me faithfully
BUT THIS FAILED TO DAMPEN
WOMAN IN CASE BARELY BEGINS, rou would never see him again." '
FELLOW COMPANIONS
OF MAN
EN, ARDOR OF THE WILDLY
Then Von Phul approached, accord
WHO TOOK FRENCH
LEAVE,
HOWEVER, WHEN SHE IS TEM
THUSIASTIC THRONGS
ing to the witness, and denounced the
PORARILY EXCUSED
QUOTE BIBLE IN PETITION
latter as an eavesdropper. "I've got
'
London, June 23. King George and
Mrs. John W. a notion to spill you all over this
Corvallis, Ore., June 23. The cap- Denver, June 23.
Von Phul said. Finally the Qeen Mary today showed themselves
place,'
and
ture of a convict highway robber
Springer took the stand shortly be
to the hotel,' and on to the masses, as distinct from the
fore noon today in the trial of Prank party returned
general bad man by a posse headed
to the wit- more favored classes, who were able
the
way
back,
according
H. Henwobd, charged with the murder
by the governor of a state, who felt
Von Phul abused him In the most to obtain access to the circumscribed
ness,
to
S.
bound
of
E.
and
Louis
retake the prisoner
Copeland
George
morally
area of yesterfiay's pageant. Today's
Von Phul at the Brown Palace hotel vile language.
because of misplaced confidence, conto
friendhis
sincere
After
testifying
procession was on an even grander
cluded a chase which ended in the apt month ago.
for the Springers and to threats scale than that of the coronation. The
ship
mornnear
of
Hall
The
Jesa
witness
this
prehension
Blodgett
only other
made by Von Phul to send to Mr. route was more extended, including
late yesterday.
ing had been George M. Russell, the
letters, written by Mrs. many of the most populous districts
Governor Oswald West, of this state,
barkeeper, who had been recalled, and Springer to Von
FORMER VEGAN FOILS
Phul, the witness as- of the capital; the crowds that looked
has taken great Interest In the reforwho testified that Von Phul was fac- Springer
serted
Mrs.
that
Springer
"worshipped on were correspondingly greater and
mation of criminals and recently esing Henwood when the latter shot
their majesties were accompanied by
A BOLD BLACKMAILER him. The prosecution completed its her husband."
tablished the custom of paroling conAt this period the witness broke a large escort.
Between lines of
evidence in unexpected short time yesvicts, garbing them like ordinary
down and cried bitterly. Judge Whit-forcheering thousands the royal party
workmen and sending them out to do
but the defense Is
afternoon,
terday
W. G. RUPP, OF TRINIDAD, TRAPS
then ordered a recess.
made stately progress from Buckingroad work.
expected to consume a good part of
ham Palace by way of Constitution
LETTER
THREATENING
The plan worked well until a few.
the time today in the examination of
WRITER
Hill, Picadllly, Trafalgar
Mrs. Springer, in an effort to prove
Square,
days ago when Jess Hall, in prison for
COMMITTEE DELAYS
through London city, over London
that it was In shielding Mrs. Springer
highway robbery, broke his parole and
bridge by Borough road and Westmin
The continued and persistent at- - from Von Phul's unwelcome attentions
WaiVa
tnnir Trotioh
.nm.foTinn,
- loava
t .
.V'lVH vw..tster bridge, thus making a complete
ft former em- that Henwood Incurred Von Phul's en- FINAL
ACTION
Andres
A
DAY
Suniga,
In
'
Bf
a
to
letter
panions,
the governor,
circuit.
apologized for Hall's act and begged P'oye of the Trinidad Brick, and TllJmfy, thus leading up to the fight
The' pageant
included four full
the governor not discard the scheme j company to extort the sum of $200 which resulted In the shooting.
AT REQUEST OF SPIESS, CHAIR squadrons of cavalry, representing: all
from W. G. Rupp, president of the con- without further trial,
Mr9 springer was on the Stand but
branches of that arm of the service,
MAN WJTHpLDS VOTE ON..
few minutes, when sh was excused
".leans Was betrayed,"
the letter cern, and a former resident or jlas vethe- Tjlfe Guards, Tragoons, Hussars,
FLOOD. RESOLUTION
read, "by Judas Iscarlot, one of the feas, by writing Black Hand letters, In order that the defendant, Henwood
and Lancers, each accompanied by its
a therat ot might first testify. Henwood then pro
own band and a section of horse ar
apostles, but the entire twelve were oiie of which contained
death, furnished work for postoffice ceeded to tell of the events in the bar
not condemned because ot his act."
June 23. Before the tillery.
Washington,
Governor West took the leadership Inspectors of Denver, and a few days room at the Brown Palaca hotel pre senate committee on territories this
These were followed by all the civ
of one of the posses searching for go ended In the arrest of Suniga at ceding the shooting.
Messrs. Spiess, Fall and An- - il and military
morning,
on duty
"I was In the bar room," said the rews, explained the purpose of the with the war office
Hall. After an all flays' pursuit yes Pueblo by Postoffice Inspector Crawstaff,
deputations
before the Uni witness, "when Von Phul came In with obnoxious
a
ballot of foreign officers, the royal suite,
separate "blue
terday, he ran upon Hall peacefully ford. Given hearing
commissioner at Pueblo, some friends and stood at the bar. mendment, inserted in the Flood
ted
States
traveled
a
road.
well
the members of the royal family and
asleep alongside
The bad man was captured before he Suniga was bound over to the federal I,ater, he changed his position and got statehood resolution by A. A. Jones the foreign .princes, and the colonial
Den
In
In
to
and
him
now
jail
close to me. I stepped up
and the democrats of the house, and and foreign escorts who Immediately
was fairy awake. Asked by the gov grand Jury and is
ernor on the way hack to Salem why ver, awaiting trial In the federal court said: 'Won't you reconsider what you which amendment they stated the re
The shrewdness of Mr. Rupp in
publicans had had no chance to conPRINCE EDWARD IS 17
PARTIAL RECOVERY
keeping up a correspondence with the
test. Each of the first named three 14 LUMBER TRUST
23. Next to King
June
London,
black mailer, who signed his letters SANTA FE RAILWAY
BOER FARMERS TO
wanted the New Mexico constitution
George it is probable that most pubin the name of D. B. Smith, accom
approved as it had been ratified by the
ON STOIMXCHANGE
OFFICIALS
INDICTED
lic attention has centered this week
the
and
the
of
arrest
man,
the
FIRE people, but said that If the Flood reHAS
BUY HADLEY RANCH plished
his
son
eldest
i;;
and
Prince
heir,"
story told by Mr. Rupp is as sensa
solution were to be forced upon the
Edward, who celebrated his seventional In Its features and development
TODAY TRADING IN WALL STREET
territory, they would be compelled to FEDERAL GRAND JURY AT CHI- teenth
DE
of
accounts
birthday today. At the preCALIF.,
the
AT
as
of
BARSTOW,
FLAMES
startling
any
REPORT FROM WATROUS IS THAT
accept it. Messrs. Spiess, Fall and
CAGO
DISPLAYED ALMOST NORMAL
RETURNS
TRUE BILLS
sent time Prince Edward is giving
CONthe activities of the Black Hand soof the
STROY ROUNDHOUSE
Andrews asked permission
SALE WILL BE CLOSED IMSTRENGTH
AGAINST THEM
much attention to the preparations
cieties In the large cities. By means
committee to prepare an amendment
TAINING 16 ENGINES
MEDIATELY
for
his investiture which is to take
of dummy packets on three different
eliminating the "blue ballot" A. A.
Castle
next
New York, June 23. Stocks recov
23. The secretaries place at Carnarvon
June
occasions, Mr. Rupp kept his corres
Chicago,
for
and
Jones
pleaded
opposed this,
Barstow, Calif., June 23. The big
Oxmonth.
Whether
he
shall
Reports from Watrous tell of nego pondent In communication with him,
to
go
a large share of yesterday's los
cf
fourteen
ered
retail
as
lumber dealers'
the adoption of the Flood resolution
ford next fall or enter Sandhurst for a ses during the morning session. Tradtiations by a syndicate of Boer capi until at the proper time, the identity frame building housing the Santa Fe
secthe
lumber
sociations,
comprising
an
Chairman Smith
talists for the purchase of the old cf the writer of the letters could be roundhouse, store house and foreman's unchanged.
short military course seems not to ing .however, was listless and small
would retaries' bureau of information, and
4 o'clock this nounced that the committee
at
was
burned
office
of
one
the
best
Governor Hadley ranch,
been determined as yet. In in volume. Union Pacific, which ad
(have
learned and steps taken to apprehend
dealers
organizations
take a .final vote on the resolution to representing
known and most valuable farms In this him. And this was done without the morning. Sixteen locomoties were re
event it is regarded as likely that vanced VA points was the feature of
any
from
to
the
were
Pennsylavnia
Pacific,
at
action
till
then
The loss is estimated morrow, postponing
duced to junk.
section of New Mexico.
indicted by a special United States his Royal Highness will soon have the market, but the steady bidding up
pid of the police force or sheriff's
the request of Mr. Spiess.
The Hadley ranch is now the prop office who were not informed of the at $400,000.
a separate establishment of his own. o fthis issue failed to impart any show
Delegate Cameron of Arizona, re jury today for alleged violation of the
Various places have been mentioned cf animation elsewhere in the market
anti-truerty of J. D. Hand and has for some receipt by Mr. Rupp of the letters de
Sherman
Three
act
secre
to
committee
amend
the
the
quested
ELKINS ESTATE SUED
time been under the management of manding money,
already, among them Frogmore.
ImNational City Bank Stock extended its
taries in the organization received
Elkins, W. Va June 23. A motion Arizona constitution by eliminating the
Lee Hand, a brother of the owner.
rise to 460, a gain of 13 points on the
for
before
the
testifying
grand
for judgment against the Davis Trust provision for the recall of judges. He munity
'
When Mr. Hand purchased the proper
Is
Each
In
two
Indictment
day and of 60 points since the beginj.iry.
of
on
based
his
the
request
opposition
company, former Senator Davis Elkty It was reported that he would make PLEASURE PARTY
THREE
counts.
The
SUCCUMB
first
TO ning of the month. General Electric,
charges conspiracy
ins and S. E. Elkins, jr., as executors the president to this feature of the
extensive Improvements and farm It
Kansas City Southern, Northern Pa
Inthe
retail
lumber
dealers
to
among
said
and
he feared Its
o the last will and testament of the constitution
on a large scale, but Indications now
cific and American Woolen gained a
with
terfere
and
be
restrain
BELIEF
trade
DROWNED
would
retention
defeat
ultimately
late United States Senator S. B. Elkare said to be that the sale will short
HEAT
tween
manufacturers
CHICAGO
and
wholesalers
point or more each. Bonds were
ins, has been filed by Prosecuting At- statehood.
ly be consummated.
and the consumers. The second count
steady. The market closed strong.
The proposed consideration has not ANXIETY FELT FOR SIX PERSONS torney H. G. Klump. The motion al
Last sales were as follows: Amalgaa conspiracy to suppress and
charges
leges that Senator Elkins was a de
been made public, but representatives
WHO WENT FOR CRUISE ON
THE
eliminate the competition that should BESIDES
FATALITIES A mated Copper .70 : American Beet
RECIPROCITY CERTAIN
faulting taxpayer and that he has for
of the intending purchasers have been
GREAT SALT LAKE
exist between the..wholesalers and re.bid;- Atchison 113;
SCORE
Sugar 118
WERE
PROSTRATED
feited to the .state of West Virginia
the guests of Mr. Hand for some time
Great Northern, pfd 136; New York
tailers
and the consumers. '
PASSAGE-PENROS95
TEMPERATURE
DEGREES
E
OF
and it was reported from Watrous ToSalt Lake City., .June 23. There is the sura of $375,043.40 in.;, the year
Central 109; Northern Pacifio 133';
day that the deal was all but closed much anxiety in this city over 'the 1909, $297,773 In the year 1910,' and
Pacifio
Reading 159;. Southern
Chicago, June 23. Three persons
In the event of the sale It is believed failure of any news from a party of six by his executors $341:910.90 in , the
IN
SEARCH
OF
HOPE
A
Pacific
Union
185: rjnited
SENATE LEADER DOES NOT FEAR
died and a score were prostrated here 120;
that a colony of South African farmers .nich went ol,t )n a gasoline launch year 1911, making in all, with inter
United
States Steel,
Steel
States
COALITION
INSURGENTS
OF
23.
Bon Vernon, today as a result of the hot
vNew York, June
will be brought to Watrous and, will on Great Halt L&Ke yesieraay airer-noon-. est $1,087,697.90, which the prosecu
weather, pfd., 118.
AND
DEMOCRATS
bosom
friend of Jim Jeffries, has hit although the government thermomework the property with diversified
The party consisted of Joseph tor claims must be paid over to the
of West Virginia by the execu
state
war
the
trail of Jack Johnson's scalp. ter registered a fraction under 95 de
methods.
Air
Salt
the
of
Nelson, president
BRIDE EXPECTED KISSES
23. Chairman
June
tors
Washington,
to
for
senator's
failure
the
propneVernon will sail for Ireland on July grees at noon. The suffering was due
Beach company, and five of his
New York, June 23. The hearing of
senate
of
on
the
committee
in the main to the excessive
NEW PACIFIC STEAMER
erly list his property for taxation. The Penrose,
1. in the hope of
humidity. the suit of Mrs. Edith Russell Gamphews and nieces.
securing a "white
state alleges the late Senator Elkins finance, said today that the Canadian
San Francisco, June '23. The anto
Bird
an
excursion
on
started
They
wrest
to
bler, formerly a well known, Atlanta
crown
the
from
hope"
the
not
will
bill
fail
by reason
nouncement has Just been made that Island, a distance of some 30 milss. failed to give to the assessing officer reciprocity
NORTHFIELD
CONFERENCES
society girl, for a separation from her
the Toyo KIscen Kalsha, of the Im- During the afternoon a sudden storm a true list of all his property which of the new coalition between the In present champion. Vernon has receiv
East
Edward Gambler, a local
23.
Northfleld,
husband,
June
Mass.,
perial Japanese and United States came up on the lake. It is possible that should be assessed In Randolph1 coun surgent republicans and the democrats ed ,.some enthusiastic reports of a The students'
on charges that he was
bank
of
first
cashier,
the
conference,
the
which
has
tV.
regular republi Hibernian giant 24 years of age 6 feet
placed
mail line, which operates a fleet of the launch took shelter on, some Is
the
cold
and
established
religions
developed testimony
distant,
gatherings
cans In the minority.
steamers between San Francisco and land or was disabled.
Speaking of 3 Inches' in height and 245
here
Mrs.
Gambler
front
pounds
the
that during
late
by
Moody,
today
L,
Dwight
that coalition, he said:
NEW BRIDGE DEDICATED
.,.
the Orient, will put its fifth liner Into The party should have returned at 8
annual ses the honeymoon her husband kissed
will not hold ns. The perform weight, who is in Dublin. If he can opened for its twenty-fift- h
"It
St. Croix, Wis., June 23. Public of
commission in August, sailing from o'clock last night
sion today with delegates present her only twice a day. On the return
ficials of Wisconsin and Minnesot ance of the Insurgents ana democrats be induced to come, Vernon will re
Kobe on the 26th of that month and
on
was
turn
him
with
to
America and match from many colleges of the United trip from Europe, she testified, he
effective for the
tsok part In the exercises today at
Wednesday
VOTE ON AMENDMENT
States and Canadaon
Tp
Francisco
The conference stopped kissing her. She characterizin
San
Septem
arriving
June 23. The senate tending the formal opening of the time being but the differences be him against the heavyweights, with a will remain in session until July 2 ed these kisses as bird-likWashington,
Gambier
steamer
new
14th.
Is the
The
tween the two elements are so radl view to a match with Johnson.
ber
Ver and will have as speakers John R. has brought a countersult for 8 n anaereed today to' vote next Monday on new bridge which spans the St. Croix
combination
con
cal
win
not
the
that
connects
a
towns
of
She
the
has
St,
tonnage the Root amendment to the wood pulp River and
Shinyo Marnja.
non will pay all the Irishman's ex- Nott, Robert E. Speer, Bishops A. S. nulment of the marriage, clairoir-- that
of 21,000 and a speed of 21 knots an and paper schedule of the Canadian UOroiix oi t the Wisconsin side land tinue, and If its purpose was to de
wm
!t
fall. penses till the latter proves his class, Lloyd and other noted religious men, his wife also was cold and dim't.
Taylors fans on tne Minnesota siae. feat Canadian reciprocity,
hour.
reciprocity bill.
OREGON
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EIGHT MILLION SHEEP HERDER IS NIFOR 11 PUBLIC ROSE CRAWFORD
VIEVTHEROYAL

STRUCK DEAD BY

PROGRESS

LIGHTNING

THIS FEATURE OF
ATION FESTIVITIES ECLIPSED
POST-CORO-

MAIN EVENT

DETERMI NED TO

UTILITY LAWS

I

..

-

,

WED ROGERS

THEIR AIM

No

HELD BEFORE LEAVING LOS ANGELES
MORA IMPORTANT CONFERENCE
MESA,
FOR LAS VEGAS SHE SO
TO
IN NEW YORK TODAY
COUNTY, CELEDON MEDINA
STATED TO FRIENDS
MET DEATH
DISCUSS SUBJECT

NEAR

'i

CORRELLO

Los Angeles, June 23. Rose CrawNew York, June 23. Bankers, rail
Wagon Mound, N. M., June 23. Cel-London, June 23. Upwards of eight
col- ford, fiancee of Will E. Rogers,
million men, women and children are edon Medina, a sheep herder, about 65 road presidents, manufacturers,
and
kidnaper of his brother's 2- rep
estimated to have witnessed the Roy- years of age, was struck and Instant lege professors, labor leaders
ear-olwho is serving a term
son,
on
other
y
London
almost
of
killed
every
Procession
resentatives
al
today. ly
by lightning Wednesday
through
To the great majority of Londoners the top of Corrello mesa, west of phase of the complex citizenship of in the New Mexico penitentiary, is
of United States assembled in con- with Rogers' parents at Las Vegas,
and visitors as well the procession Nolan.
Mr. Medina went out with his sheep ference here today, under direction of New Mexico, arranging to go to Santa
was of greater interest than the
coronation Itself, for comparatively a as usual In the morning, and a short the National Civic Federation, to con- Fe to plead with Governor Mills for
She has
very few had an opportunity to view distance away his son, a boy of 12 sider the subject of uniform public her sweetheart's pardon.
stood
despite
Rogers,
the
steadfastly
by
different
At
buch.
another
had
throughout
utilities
years,
legislation
yesterday's pageantry.
strong opposition of her mother, Mrs.
It was shortly after 11 o'clock this times through the morning the father States.
President Seth Lowe of the Civic O. Crawford who until recently lived
morning when the booming of can- and son were in sight of each other,
non from the artillery detachment and waved greetings to each other. federation called the conference to or- at 1144 South Flower street'
Lltle Waldo Rogers was kidnaped
stationed In St. James Park, Imme- Shortly after dinner a storm came up der and delivered the opening adMarch
Interso
29, last. Rose visited hor coa
Not
shelter.
those
and
of
actively
rear
the
dress.
sought
boy
Among
Buckingham
diately at the
r
Sunday and unfolded her
Palace, announced to the hundreds of the father, who kept his herd In the ested In the movement and the most
In
Their
wedding was to have
to
at
him
on
hand
the
came
openplans.
were
Death
of whom
Instantly
thousands who had taken their places open.
here
this fall. Before
taken
are
The
place
and
conference
midst
of
his
Franklyn
the
lightning
of
the
sheep.
route
the
that
King
the
ing
along
the
the
Commerce
girl told friends
city
leaving
Queen had entered their carriage and struck him on the head, passing K. Lane of the Interstate
to
be a bride.
still
C.
she
shoes
William
tore
and
the
expected
his
President
was
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TO

9:30

time for
During the summer months the evenings are the most pleasant
and
ventilated
well
a
brilliantly
your shopping. This is especially true in
gives
lighted store such as ours. And our "Saturday After Supper" Sales evenus
to
an extra inducement to all careful buyers
visit
every Saturday
ing. You'll always find some unusually attractive bargains at these sales,
any one of which is easily worth a trip to the store. Then in every depart-at
ment you'll find the newest and best merchandise of the season priced
the lowest possible figure consistent with quality.
Every articK whether
at regular or special price, carries our personal guarantee as to quality, style
and price. We think our values for Sale No. 15 are espcially good. Visit us
11
Saturday evening 7:30 to 9:30 and get your share of the good things. We
do our best to please you.
.

FOR CASH ONLY
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NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

ALL
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AND
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of our entire stock nfWomens' Oxfords and Pumps incltHlinir "Velvets, Sue hO OQ
des, Patents', Vicl, titui Metal and White Canvas, worth $i.5 to $4.oo, special...

Choice

10 yds. Amoskeag 65c

$1.25 Unionsuits 75c

10 yds. Amoskeag apron gingham, good
variety of
patterns, worth 8
yd. special 10 yds. for ... .

0,16

5c

'ot f Womens' Lisle Thread Unionsuits, either high
neck with long sleeve8 or ,0 neck and 8hort
75c
sleeves, worth $1.25 each, special, per suit

.

1

Labor Notes

Bri-tia-

7:30

EVENING,"

SATURDAY

vlct-love-

MEN:

15

35c Sun Bonnets 15c

Men's 50c Ties 24c

One lot of Sun Bonnets, including several, styles, all col- ore and white, worth 25c and 35c each, for our
After Supper Sale, Choice
15o

Our entire line of Men's all Silk and Satin
Ties, in reversible or open end styles, newest
patterns and colors, worth 50c each, special. . . .
Four-in-ha-

24c
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PEM IAIIE1ITLY HEALS

5)

SORES

two-scor- e

Wil-hel- m

COMING
O ENRICH the mind,
the heart, to keep
still uiid the arm active, to
and sleep quietly, this Is true
-L

FRUIT

DRINKS

anil purify
the tongue
eat slowly
philosophy

EMF

Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

FOR HOT DAYS.

A refreshing lemonade which may
he always on tap, Is prepared by tar
king a cup of lemon juice, a half cup
of sugar and a quarter of a cup of
water, boll together ten minutes then
bottle and keep in the Ice chest When
wanted to use, pour a little of the
fruit sirup into a glass and fill the
The sirup
glass with cold water.
should be strained before bottling.
Orangeade. Take two cupfuls each
of sugar and" waJef. poll until a rich
sirup is formed. When cool add a
third of a cup of lemon" Juice and

43o,t

Phone flain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas. New Mexico.

two-fflr-

"ofa tup

o? Waftge

JCf

2

two oranges cut in thin slices.
Lemonade. Boll two cujia.' of sugar
,?J34' QwL cupsp water until a rlcb
sirup is forme- -. Add a cup of lemon
juice and dilute with ice water.
Fruit Punch. This Is a recipe sufficient to serve twenty-fivpersons
Take four cups of sugar, eight cups
of Apolllnarls
of. water, two quarts
water, a pineapple shredded, one cup
of fnllt Juice, a box of strawberries
cut In pieces, four bananas cut in
oranges and
8ieL.t-leEo&B., Moll lh
"m lutce
sugar and water five minutes, cogj.
and adl
other Ingredients, using
ih Apolllnarls water a bottle at B
tfme, to preserve the sparkle In the
, a cup of maraschina iiherries
punch'-may tie added, it liked.
Mint Julep. OMr) fjenerous bunch
ofjnlnt, add tw6 W$s of ice water and
let stani oVejr night Boil together
two cupl T sugar and four cups of
watr ttiill and add the juice of hull
a Qdzen lemons and the mint water.
Serve with crushed ice and each
glass garnished with a sprig of mint
Another Fruit Punch. Pour a cup
of hot tea infusion over a cup of
sugar and as soon as dissolved add
s
of a cup of orange juice,
a third of a cup of lemon juice, a few
slices of orange and a pint each oi
water
ginger ale and Apolllnarls
Strain into a punch bowl over a large
piece of ice.
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A Definition.
"What do you think of the proposed
courses of love in our colleges?"
"I think that would come under the
ibead of

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Corona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
'
Trinidad, Colorado
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LAWYERS' INCOMES

ARE

Only 30 Per Cent, of
Attorney Make

Fair

th.

LOW

New York

Living.
The Income of the
average New
lora; lawyer la no greater than that
patrolman or a tradesman' clerk,
according to figures compiled by the
"Jew York County Lawyers' association, which show that there are approximately 16,000 lawyers In Greater
New York, or about one to
every 175
Inhabitants. This provides an average
of three or four clients to each
lawyer.
Forty per cent of all the New York
lawyers are having a struggle for existence, and only 30 per cent- are mak-In- g
"a fair living." About ten per
cent are making "large profits." It 1
this ten per cent, and their "large
profits" that "tempt" the young man
with ambition. "Most of these young
fellows don't understand that they
would do much better to go into trades
or study scientific farming," says the
report It adds that of the ten per
cent among lawyers that are earning
large fortunes, by far the greater part
re men whose names seldom appear
1n the papers. Conversely, many of
the lawyers who are most talked about
are not earning large Incomes.
-

INDUSTRIOUS

ONE IS WINNER

Fact That Should

Be Appreciated by
Boys and Girls Who Are

Called Clever.

,

f Little Left of Legacy.
A few days ago an old woman of

eighty, living in a village some twenty
miles from Paris, became a widow.
Among her husband's papers she
found a postofflce savings bank book
showing a balance of two francs (35
cents). She went to the postofflce
and asked for the money. "Have you
paid the taxes on your inheritance?"
she- was asked and on her replying
"No," was told to go to a town three
miles off, where she would have to
pay them. On arrival there she was
sent back to her own village to fetch
her husband's death certificate. She
was given this, trudged back again
to the other town, and was given a
paper, for which she had to pay eight
cents six cents for the 15 per cent
tax on the one, and twelve cents left
by her husband, two cents for the
stnmn. She then walked the three
miles back to her village (making
e
twelve miles In all), found the
she
next
moraine
and
closed,
was given the 35 cents which her husband had left. .
post-offic-

North Dakota Wolf Killer.
In crossing the Big Pembina on his
way to Walhalla the other day Hans
Bratlie cf Osnabrock had a chance to
put in a few new stunts In the way of
hunting. A big timber wolf crossed
the road Just ahead of his team and
In trying to jump the fence next the
road got caught and tangled up In the
barbed wire.
Bratlie had no gun, so It was a case
of go for the beast with nature's
weapons, which he did, and in trying
to get the toe hold managed to get a
wolf
good grip on the wolf's tell. The
then made a few hurried circles
around Mr. Bratlle's head and landed
head first kerplunk In the sleigh box,
dead as a door nail, and Hans continued on his way to Walhalla after"
cob.
filling and lighting his corn
Osnabrock correspondence Bismarck
Tribune.

Workers In electrical establishments
who are familiar with the undoubted
fact that men have withstood tremendous electrical shock without damage,
while others have been killed by
the same or even less voltage, will
be Interested In a paper published by
the British Medical association. This
paper, in considering the curious fact
that an electric shock of 100 volts is
sometimes fatal, while currents of
1,000 volts do not always kill, points
out that the effects depend upon many
factors. The volume, or amperage, of
the current as well as its tension may
count The character of the current
whether It Is direct or alternating-m- ay
play some part and the duration
of the shock and the point of application may signify much. Then, too,
the resistance of the skin Is not always
the same. One Individual may differ
greatly from another in susceptibility,
and even the condition of the mind
Is found to have an influence, as a
person prepared to receive a shock is
less liable to be affected than one
receiving It unexpectedly.
ENGLISH

OF

ORIGIN

SHIRE

It Was One of the Divisions of the
Country In Old Saxon
The English word shire Is from
the old Saxon sclran, to divide. There
are some English counties which still
represent ancient Saxon kingdoms,
such as Essex, Kent, Middlesex, Sur
rey, Sussex; others were formed by
of Mercla, Wessex.
the
Northumbrla, etc., as Staffordshire,
Warwickshire, Yorkshire, etc. These
shires, and Indeed all the counties of
England were ruled by the ealdorman,
or count as the Normans termed him,
or sheriff. The
and the
ealdorman was originally elected by
the witan or council of the shire,
commonly called county, when the
were known as counts. Afterwards the office became hereditary in
many cases. The sheriff was appoint
ed by, and represented the king, as the
count represented the people. The
word shire is, in combination, always
pronounced sheer, as for example,
Worcestershire, Woostersheer, Leicestershire, Lestersheer.
n

sclr-geref-

Fish Stories.
In your paper of the 13th lnst.,
writes a reader to the editor of an
Oregon dally, appears an account of
two hunters in California liberating a
live fish from a snake as being something unusual. One of my neighbors,
who lives near the Trask River Falls,
has two big bull snakes that catch
salmon trout and deliver them to a
tub of water near the back door step,
alive, every morning for breakfast
They get In return a dish of warm
milk night and morning. The family is supplied with fish In this way.
s
of a mile
The house is
from the nearest point of the river
and the fish rarely arrive dead.
Two years ago I helped to drive a
bunch of steers across the divide, and
had to ford the Trask just below the
falls. Naturally the animals stopped
to drink. Last spring a butcher In
Forest Grove extracted a
salmon, from the stomach of one of
the steers. The salmon was still
alive, and after being kept In salt
water for several days was killed and
sold in the regular market.
three-quarter-

Careful Bride.

A

Fine Old Church Burned.
The old Church of St. Michael,
Honiton, Devon, England, which dated
from the fifteenth century, and was
one of the finest pieces of architecture in the county, was destroyed by
fire the other day. The tower and the
main walls are the only portions saved.
Cour-tena-y,
The church was built by BishopShake-speare-'s
the "haughty prelate" of
Richard III. According to an
old legend It was originally intended
of the
to erect the church at the foot
of the Prince of
emissaries
but
hill,
and
.Darkness willed It otherwise
when the builders commenced their
in position
work, the stones placed
transeach
were
night
during the day
11. with the
h
the
of
ported to the top
result that the plan was changed.
Aerial Smuggling.
has come
The first aerial smuggler
from
Italy
to
fly
tried
He
to Erief
into the
Into Switzerland and tumbled Aerial
arms of a customs officer.
and
smuggling is a fascinating game
It
makes
hazardous
is
that it
a
there
means
all the more so. Which
more trouble aread for the unhappy
tariff myrmidon.

INCIDENT

EASTER

OF

MOR.'J

Varying Fatality of 8hocks Depends on Little Happening, the Moral of Which
Is Fine Feathers Don't Make
Many Factors Other Than
.
Fine Birds.
the Voltage.

Days.

There Is an Immense amount of nonsense talked about people being "clever," and the talk Is very often not
only misleading but positively mischievous. If a boy or girl does well at
school or college, It is explained by
the simple word, "clever," and those
who do badly are, on the other hand,
"not clever." Aand so the "clever"
ones are expected always to win the
honors and the others are expected
to follow behind at a respectable distance. It would not so much matter
about ordinary onlookers talking in
this fashion if the students themselves
were unaffected. But it generally happens that they accept the situation,
believing the verdict, and their studies
and outlook are In consequence substantially damaged. As a matter of
fact, the verdict Is very rarely true,
The prizes are won much more frequently by those who are exceptionally
Industrious, rather than by the excep
tionally gifted, and it makes all the
difference in the world If this fact la
appreciated.

'

QUEER FACT OF ELECTRICITY

A happy pair had survived the congratulations of friends and relatives,
and were being whirled rapidly toward
the railway station, before bridegroom
began fairly to realize that the vision
of loveliness at his side was his' own.
A dawning sense of what he had
done, and of the sacred charge that
was now committed to his care began
to creep upon his benumbed faculties,
driving the rose of health from his
downy cheek and substituting therefor
the pallor of haunting responsibilities.
"Darling," he whispered softly, "it
will ever be my sacred care in life

to"
She

interrupted him somewhat
brusquely. "Now," said she, "don't sit
on your coat tails that way and get
them wrinkled up, and for goodness
sake don't lay your elbow right in
that dust! Heaven only knows how
long it will be before you get another
suit. Now, when we get to the station, you'd better get a couple of sandwiches In case we get hungry in the
d
eggs, and
train, and two
don't forget a small paper of salt"
hard-boile-

Ugly Duckling Child's Favorite.
la the plain, simple doll or toy
which brings a child out and, In a

"It

sense, educates him," says Sir Lauder
In the London Dally Mirror.
"Take the case of the little girl and
her family of dolls. There are dolls
of all kinds, but the One which is loved
most by the child is the plain, painted
o
wooden doll with no attractions
speak of. The other dolls may be remarkably lifelike and pretty, but it is
this ugly duckling which stimulates
her Imagination. With boys the plain
ball, in my opinion, is the one of the
moat valuable playthings. Marbles,
too, Is an excellent game for children.
"We "have paintings on record, which
are about 3,500 years old, of Egyptians
playing at ball. Throughout htetory
the ball has been conspicuous as a
the
plaything. I certainly advocatesomewhich
leaves
or
doll
toy
simple
thing to the Imagination for young
children."

It was Easter morning, and although
the air was crisp and cold, Fifth avenue was filled with lta usual Easter
crowd women strutting along like
peacocks, anxious that all might see
their hats, their gowns ; and men
martyrs to woman's pride and vanity
Each was conscious that their tailor
and talloress had done their duty
well, that money their money is a
power, and so it Is a power for good
or evlL
An old, wrinkled, poorly-dressewoman, In an effort to pass throup1:
this crowd of Easter show birds, was
jostled and pushed, and a basket of
coal and pieces of wood she had b' rn
gathering was overturned and its contents scattered over the sidewalk.
Slowly, painfully she stooped ard
tried to gather up her coal and kindling while the gaily bedecked throng,
never noticing her, passed on.
A big, husky workman saw the o'rl
lady and Instantly began to assist
they had got all her coal r.ntl
wood In the basket, the old lady,
tears In her eyes, said, "Thank you.
sir." "It was no trouble, ma'am," he
replied, "no trouble at all," and went
on his way.
It was only a little thing. One Bma!!
Incident In the life of the big city
with Its "idle rich," but the moral is
there.
"Fin' feathers don't make fine
birds."
d

FARMS IN THE EMPIRE STATE
New York Headed the Entire List
cently In Hay, Potatoes and

Re-

Buckwheat.

Let not the agricultural west look
with contempt upon the state of New
York as a farming community. It does
not pretend to compete with Illinois
or Iowa in the production of corn, or
with Minnesota and Kansas in Its output of wheat, but according to a crop
agriculture last month it headed the
report issued by the department ol
entire list in hay, potatoes and buckwheat. As an apple raiser It is also
In the front rank, as well as In dairy
products.
Now the census, which no one dares
dispute except the impatient residents
of boom towns, rates the farm lands
and buildings of New York aa worth
an increase in value of
$1,176,222,000,
31 per cent. In ten years. To be sure,
of the asthat is less than
sessed valuation of all realty In Manhattan, but farm lands throughout the
state average only $52 an acre in
value, while land in lower Broadway
has sold as high as $600 the square
one-fourt- h

foot.
An industry

,

that Increased its

pay-

ments for labor alone from $27,000,000
In 1900 to over $40,000,000 In 1911 and
in which there are nearly 215,000 proprietors deserves the respectful consideration of states disposed to assume that all farming In the United
States Is done west of the Alleghanies
and that the whole state of New York
is Wall street's backyard. New York
World.

Would Change Old Custom.
The custom of distinguishing married from unmarried women by giv-

ing them different titles is antiquated
and undignified and must be abolished, according to the German Mothers' society of Berlin. A correspondent of the Chicago News says the
society has adopted resolutions calling for the reform, in which it says:
"The classification of women into
those who have been through the
marriage ceremony and those who
have not Is Improper and unethical.
Every man, irrespective of his marital status, Is called 'Herr,' and every
woman who respects the dignity of
her sex should demand to be called
This would be a great step
'Frau.
toward the uplifting of our ethical
Ideals." As there is no legal obstacle
to applying the title of "Frau" to all
women, the society petitions the authorities to make a beginning by employing only that title in all official
communications.
Will Be Valuable Book.
Masons of Chicago started a Bible
on a long journey In the fall of 1909.

It is to be kept for a time in the possession of at. least one lodge In every

Confessions

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

&BINET

of a Tourist

One of the greatest drawbacks to
the pleasures ol traveling is the foolish things that people always feel
NO since we've thought about
called upon to buy and carry home
It.
to havA
lutein
Mm
with them.
And always In our pleasant things.
I was talking about this yesterday
Let others have a share.
to some of the women passengers on
the steamer which is carrying us from
AIM IN WORK.
Sydney to Hongkong, and each of
them began to confess to the foolish
The old proverb, "Work oegun Is
half done," has been tried and proven
things that Bhe was taking home.
Mrs. Clark, a nice, sensible looking
true in all kinds of work. To be well
woman from Wisconsin, had a bottle begun, it is necessary that work should
cf water from the River Jordan which be well planned, the haphazard, the
she acquired eight months ago, and slipshod,
worker never
all her thoughts and emotions bad can reach the standard of excellence.
been concentrated upon getting that In the minds of many women there
bottle home without breaking tt. She still exist the idea that housekeeping
freely admitted that she did not know can be dope, and done well, by any
why she had it, or what she should one without much training and with
do with it after getting it home, but no study. Let us hear what Rose
to achieve that feat had become a Terry, cook, says on that subject:
sort of endurance contest with her. "After much meditation and experiA pleasant looking music teacher ence, I have divined that It takes as
from Davenport, la., who is traveling much sense and refinement and talent
with a young nephew, was cherishing to cook a dinner, wash and wipe a
as her chief treasure a basket full of dlbh, make a bed and dust a room as
slips of Ivy cut from the graves of. her goes to the writing of a novel or shinfavorite musicians. She had carried ing in high society."
it in her hand half way around the
Housekeeping is an art, a science,
world, and she expected to carry it and needs careful thought in planning
the other half.
as does all effective work. There are
so many good Vomen drifting along
After I heard about these and a few in the world with not much thought
more of the other women's posses- of "why they have certain work to do,
sions I felt quite superior to think of nor do they realize that they are imall the things I had refrained from portant factors in the great scheme of
getting until I remembered my cocoa-nu- t existence. We are so apt to think our
shells and the native hats and influence and impress upon society is
the basket and the alligators. I haven't small, yet it is just as Important in
any alligators now. They were with its way as those who have a greater
us on a trip that Charles and I made place.
to Bermuda.
We could make this an Ideal world
I cannot really say hat I regret if each were
ready to do his duty to
having bought my carved cocoanut the very best of his ability, keeping In
shells in Tahiti, though they have mind and working toward a high ideal.
been somewhat inconvenient to carry. When we are ready to do a little
There are six of them, carved In a set more than Is required of us, to strive
and they are rolling around the floor to make each piece of work a little
of our stateroom now, bumping their better than the last, we are on the
heads together like croquet balls, aa it high road to a successful life.
seems impossible to anchor them in
One of the most important things
any way.
for housekeepers to remember Is that
Charles was Inclined to think me their work Is one of utmost Imporrather foolish to get anything so In- tance and It should be regarded with
convenient to carry until he bought the dignity. There is hard work in anycarved spears and the breastplate and thing that is worth doing, whether
the boomerangs and the tomtoms. The it be the making of a statue or a loaf
boomerangs can be packed in the of bread. What sort of a statue would
trunks, but the other things have to a sculptor make who took his block
be carried by band, and as the spears of marble and aimlessly cut away
are too long to stand uptight or to lie with no definite Idea In his mind of
on the floor of the stateroom they what he wanted to make? The reahave to be placed obliquely across It, son for so many of life's failures is
and be stepped over or under every that we do so much of our work with
time one goes through the door.
t neither aim nor preparation.
My basket would not be so hard' to
carry if it had a handle, but it Is
shaped like a flat chopping bowl and
it is about as big in diameter as an
umbrella. Its unusual size is, in fact,
what attracted me to it. I am sure I
have never seen, anything so large at
lf-hearted

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.
War to the death should be declared upon the little pest Hla
presence la a disgrace. Hi touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there la no dirt and filth there will
bo no flies.
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'low flies in your house.
Don't permit them near your food,

specially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms
of flies.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's 'mouth and awann upon the
'
nipple of its nursing bottle.
e Til i "H
.
y i 11
Clean up your premises inside and out, and then see that others do
the same. Strike at the root of the evlL The
housefly breed In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these material in auch a
:

that the house-flcannot propagate. Screen all window and doors
and Insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and
every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There Is more health in a well screened house than in many a doctors' visit
way

'

0

Habit
habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
Some

m

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
i

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get.what they want when
they want

must say that Charles acted like a
lamb about carrying It, and didn't
seem to mind it much until I began to
display a tendency - to buy a native
bat, which was almost as big as the
basket Fortunately, Charles also was
greatly taken with the native hats, so
we each bought one, and then we had
to buy another Bpeclal tnink to put
them in.
I think I have never told anybody
fell about the alligators.
They were
the loveliest little baby alligators anybody ever saw. They were not more
than a foot long. I bought them from
an old fisherman in Bermuda. I
thought I could take them home to
Bobby and Sammy to play with. When
they grew up I thought we could give
them to the Lincoln park zoo or something. I had a covered traveling box
made for them. It looked like a valise and it had a little water tank at
one end. The alligators really were
not- much trouble, except the time
they got out" on the ship and nearly
created a panic among the women
passengers, who all acted very silly, I

.

your Want Ads. to The Optic.

home.
I

i'

thought

But I got them to New York and
smuggled them into the hotel where
we were stopping for a few day.
There the poor little things died on
my hands and I didn't know how to
dispose of their corpses. I didn't want
to give them to the chambermaid for
fear she would make a fuss, and I felt
embarrassed about dropping them into
the waste basket or anywhere about
the hotel. So I just opened one of our
windows one day when Charles was
not in and tossed them out
I think probably their sudden arrival on the sidewalk created quite a
commotion from the sounds that followed. But I never looked out and I
burned up the traveling crate In the
fireplace. When Charles came home
I Just told him the alligators had died
and he did not ask any questions.

Pbone main 2
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HE habit of looking at the
bright side of things la worth
mow man a thousand a year.
No men are so fussy about what they
eat as those who think their brains the
biggest part of them.

THE VALUE OF VEGETABLES.

SOME REASONS WHY

Lettuce is a vegetable good for the
nerves, cooling to the blood and Induces sleep. As It contains a large
proportion of water, it Is a vegetable
most desirable for the hot months.
Asparagus, spinach and dandelion
have a marked effect on the kidneys.
Celery is another vegetable good for
the nerves, as It Is soothing and sleep
producing.
Tomatoes are good for the liver,
cabbage Is rich in phosphates, which
are needed In the blood.
Cucumbers are said to improve the
complexion, and carrots have a reputation for giving high color to the skin
as well as Improving the eyes and
hair.V
Onions are the best nerve vegetable, a remedy for coughs and colds,
purify the blood and a remedy for Insomnia.
Turnips, radishes and beets are vegetables valuable as foods.
A large part of the food value of
vegetables consist In the sauce with
which they are served. Beets with oil
or butter are very fattening.
Celery cooked until tender and
served in a white sauce Is an appetizing method of serving that vegetable.
A nice combination tor a salad is
cooked asparagus tips arranged on
head lettuce and slices of radish
around the asparagus. Serve with a
French dressing and season with
onion juice and minced parsley. This
may be served as a dinner salad or
with the addition of a few siloes of
egg it will make a salad
substantial enough for a luncheon.
Sweet green pepper and cabbage,
with a few nuts and a simple boiled
dressing; makes a most wholesome
salad. With mayonnaise and served
In heart lettuce it Js' really elegant
Chopped beets served 'with mayonnaise colored a rose color and served
on a nest of shredded cabbage or celery 1 another pretty salad. .

principal city of the country and ultimately returned to its starting point
to be placed among the precious
archives of the Chicago Masons. It
is expected that twenty-fiv- e
years will
be required for the Bible to complete
Its passage from lodge to lodge until
all the blank pages provided for the
record of its custodians shall have
been filled. A lodge In Columbus, O.,
which had the Bible recently, lent a
Just now the nephew of the musio
special train to Springfield In that
state to convey the traveling Bible teacher from Davenport a 'sophistito a lodge there, where It was received cated young person for his fifteen
with Impressive ceremonies. .
a grin and sat
years, came up with
'
down beside me.
"I saw you admiring auntie's Ivy
Child Workers In Japan.
said he.
yesterday afternoon,"
slips
Dr. Kuwads, member of the Japanif you'll promise ' not to tell
"Well,
ese house of peers, says that more
I'll tell you , about those slips.
s
of the million factory her,
than
didn't come from no musician's
They
women
children.
are
and
There
hands
They're Just plain, ordinary
grave.
so
or
to
fear
mill
are no laws
evade,
"
Ivy.
owners are employing 70,000 under the
"You see, she left her basket with
age of fourteen, the work In match me for two weeks in the pension at
and tobacco factories being done by
while she went over to Dres-Jechildren, many of them under ten Lelpslc,
and I forgot to water them, and
are
taken
from
years of age. Girls
they all died on me. So I just went
the rural districts, placed In the fac- out
tn the pension garden and got
tories, often to work late Into the some more Ivy and filled up the basIf
lashed
and
fined
are
and
shop
World's Full of 'Em.
night,
and she's just as well satisket
An economist Is usually a man who
rules are broken. The parent are fied again,
was
as she
before. What
persuaded that work in the city i don't know don't hurt them." people can save money by cutting down som
other person expense.
good for the children.
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Sixty-fouough,
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est benefactors of the
lines of a railroad roundhouse, has
years ago the first public test
HE UNDERSTOOD.
Dispatches tell of three aeronauts put in an application for his retireof chloroform was made and the first
gieat step of a really effective anes- meeting death while half a million ment. He weighs 325 pounds, and is
WHOLESALE AND
thetic. Tho day when limbs could people gaped in senseless wonder or said to be one of the heaviest police
blood-lus- t
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the
men
in
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Link
the
of animal
department.
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and other serious
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Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
performed without In- glee.
operations
Anthracite Coal, all sizes-Ste- am
May No. I fully meant to make a
inese areo meets are held in the Seme time ago he disputed the right
fliction of the frightful tortures unfew. But when I announced my inavoidable before this discovery, med interests of science they tell us, and of way with a Brooklyn trolley car
tention the members of my family
rootofM.m
ical science stood erect upon Its feet the men are hailed as heroes who sail and his left leg was Injured. It has
had ao many .nggortlona to o3er that
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for
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fact
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ready to battle every disease,
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The average person sever stops to meets are merely money making en happened to the trolley car In the
I
'
are
no
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collision
with Link.
more in the
They
think what sufferings the world en
dured before the fangs of pain were Interests of science than are pugill3.
The suffragettes of the Nineteenth
drawn by the new goddess of tender- tic- matches, or were the gladiatorial
or ancient Rome. They are Assembly District have settled down
comDats
ness, Anesthesia, a deity who may
well be honored as the most benefi- given for the gate receipts, and the to business. The other day they held
"Do you realize, my good man, that
cent of the race In her chosen field men who soar skyward until death their first "Suffrage Darning Bee"
of ministry.
Half a dozen terrible enps tnem and hurls them to the which, according to corroborating tes- - there Is One who. sees and hears all
we are but
'
we do before whom
wars have occurred since 1847, and earth, make those perilous trips for t'mony, proved a grand
success crushed
and bruised worms?"
we
suffrage-aspirinmoney there is In it and for no About twelve of the
their horrors were Immeasurably
"Give us your "and, guv'nor. I know
ro.Higated
by the discovery that other reason. They are as much en- - Indies assembled at the headquarters Just 'ow you feel I've got a mother- robbed sword and bullet of some of titled to the hated name of mercen of their organization and spent the
myself."
their sting and even death of some of ary as were the Hessians who fought afternoon mending stockings, bathing
against our liberty in the Revolution suits and other feminine things, while
Its bitterness.
SAGACIOUS FELINE.
We step Into a drug store today ary war, or the gladiator who put his at the same time they talked politics
and buy a dime's worth of chloro- sword against that of his
and other subjects dear to the fern
form to "stop" an aching tooth, but antagonist in the
inine mind. Between darning stockarenas.
For all of the toll of death that has ings and other things time
we do not reflect what It meant to
passed
have a leg cut off only two genera heen collected since aeroplanes began quickly and soon it was time for tea
tions ago with no anesthetic to dead- their flights, what has come of benefit and then came adjournment.
en the pain. Dr. Simpson has been to the human race? Nothing.
Some enterprising
dead forty-on- e
For the first time in many years
years and new anespromoters have
thetics have been discovered since, leaped large profits.
Some daring a bupreme Court jury took the
but his benefaction will be his monu- aviators have built up bank accounts. testimony of several deafmutes in a
ment when a hundred centenaries Many undertakers have been liberally si.it which was heard the other
day.
have been celebrated or even forgot- pstronlzed.
Walter Harriman, a deafmute, sued
Far less brutalizing Is the spectacle the Francis H.
ten altogether. He who adds to the
Leggett Company for
si.m of human happiness Is second rf two men In the prize-rin- g
with pad- $25,000 for the loss of his right hand.
ti him who suhstracts from the aggre-pat- e ded gloves, with all the, careful pre- Harriman , claimed that he not only
of human suffering, and count- paration and skilled assistance that lost his means of
earning a livelihood
less millions who will never know education and experience can offer. as a printer by the
Occident, 'but
ought of their benefactor will be the Their actions are governed by certain he also had to learn to talk in a
beneficiaries of the greatest discov- rules of fair play that must not be dis- new way.
The company claimed
ery in all 'the realm of medical regarded and those who witness their that Harriman lost his hand
by his
science.
The Lady Surely, that is a rabbit
swings and parries are limited to the own negligence.
The Cat If she can make mistakes
few
who will not be detrimentally ino
like
that she ought to keep a
"r "
fluenced
'aeaA
what
by
they
TEST OF THE ItEOATX
Not. withstanding
the strict pure
But to witness the flight of the
food laws upon the statute books and
What appears to .be a typical ex deadly aeroplane the world is welcome the fitful
efforts of the authorities
-and the world turns 6uF.""It 'isnot
SO SATISFYING.
pmple of the judicial recall is about
to enforce these laws, there are many
'
to
see an aeroplane go,, up that the
o be presented in Oregon, where the
crises of the most flagrant violation
judge of the Second district handed crowds assemble and pay .admission to of these laws. The three children
down instructions 'id' a murder case1 tne aviation fields. - The fiisrhh or n of a
poor widow' on Second "Avenue
aeroplane when1 that TrrgHns'success- - invested a
which were regarded -- as
few pennies in
is a most uninteresting sight.
g rui
favoring the defendant, the latter
"Jelly Beans," a cheap kind of candy
Th
acquitted. The people, deciding,
peopl.gp toaerojjpgeq
sold in large quantities in the poorer
it .?!;
for themselves that the Judge either expectation 0f witnessing disaster
7n i
districts of the city, and all three
ot
dldit know ,the, law. or was person?vn,a fair
were bo badly poisoned that" the do&
the gladiator of old but a catastrophe
ally biased, have set the recall
tors at the hospital held out no h&pe
in motion and a vote is to in which a fellow mortal has no cjance for their recovery. Their
1
diagnose
"
J
, was
be taken In the near future. Under at all for life.
ptomaine poisoning and a rigid
From
the
the law the Judge who Is "In bad"
standpoint of the crowd's, Investigation of Jbhe nature
of the
becomes automatically
a candidate of the press, of the public, theionly "jelly beans" will now be made. . .
real successful aviation exhibition Is
for
If he is
one where the record of deaths has
he will be "vindicated."
If, on the
An unusually rare and Interesting
other hand, there are enough voters been broken and the ambulances "have
Indian
relic was unearthed the other
been
:U
kept busy.
who for any reason or many reasons
;KInd Mrs. Bur Don't you ever hunon a farm near White HorsejN,
day
are opposed to him, he must step
ger for a sight of your old home?
J. The relic, evidently the : work; of 'Wandering Worm No, lady, I often
down and out end the people will be
Graaf's Dry Goods Store all da to
The
some Indian sculptor, Is of baUed clay hunger for & taste of it, though. You
"vindicated."
morrow, 20 per cent reduction. (
J see, we lived in an apple.
and represents the head of an Inuin;
The result of this vote, though deOpposite
f
inches
The, head Ms two and
Railroad
will
cisive,
prove absolutely nothing. ' Wit
Casta
neda
I
what
know
make a good sauce, but it long and an inch and a half wide.
elephants'
"Mother,
Whichever way the election goes, the i3 too may
Avenue
of."
are
j
tusks
made
rich for a steady diet.
Shell
to
Hotel
have been
ornaments, known
Teturns will not show whether the
used by the Delaware Indians, are "What, dear?"
was
was
or
not
sufficiently
judge
"Why,
paper knives," L o n d on
aUached to the ears, while the lips
finnitfied mentally and morally to disCupid has
Punch.nose
have
and
been
abraded.
slightly
charge the duties of his office' with refuses to be enslaved hhnself.:v
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

The Prescription

"'.

PJERSONALS

TOMORROW

MAROONS

"Doc" McCarthy and his bunch of DOCTORS GO THROUGH
baseball stars will arrive tomorrow at
ternoon on train No. 10 from Santa
ON WAY TO COAST
i.

iU' ;

PHYSICIANS

New

Furniture is Now on
Display-

-

Comprising all the new snappy
styles of Parlor Suites, Leather Couches and Davenports.
Fancy Rockers and Chairs to
match. Morris Chairs,' in fact
High-claeverything shown in
Furniture Store. We find
an over stock of High Art Library Tables which we offer
this week
ss

!

1--

OFF FOR CASH

5

,

Bear in Mind

WORLD-WID-

GLIMPSE

SURGEONS
FAME GET

OF

BY

LIFE

INSURANCE

That everything in this Big
Store is marked out in tMuiii

Fijjurs
to you for

which will be sold
CiinIi or on our

liuhy '1'n.iiiMMit

without interest

11 a n

A Little; Down mid . Dollar or
Two a Weok Will Do

lartlea

should remember we rent tents and all camp
ing outfis

Camping1

4

which they sustain help to develop the
southern and western states some
critics from these states have conjured
up a financial grievance against the
companies' and rained, the specious cry
of "Keep our money at home."
'
That these sections of the country
hnve nothing to complain of In the
matter of Investments has been conclu
sively shown In a pnper by Kobort I
Cox, general counsel of the Association of Life Insurance Presidents.
Analysing the investments of fourteen large companies represnntlni
of the entire assets, Mr. Cox
found that states like Iowa, Minnesota
sr.d Nebraska had more than throe
times as high a ratio of Investment
t.) reserves as had the New Fngland
states. Tnul Morton Inte president of
the Equitable IJfe, In a speech delivered In Chicago In December last,
slated that Ufa Insurance
hud Invested In the Mississippi Yullny
territory $72tt,00O,0nO, Although the
t hunted reserves
belonging lo lite policyholders, residing In Hie same lerrl
lory, amounted to only triHI.OOit.lMHI,
two-third- s

THE ROSENTHAL

'I

J lit

OPPOSITE THB Y. M. C. A.

MAMMOTH

CANAL

10 FEED NEW
RESERVUIR

OF CITY
AGUA PURA COMPANY

WILL CON

--

g

VICINITY has a dtoata of unsurpassed healthfuln ess wit"
VI ' out extreme of heat or cold, having nearly $00 days
c
unihine la the year.
Tha water supply Is abundant and pore, famished by mour
streams or from wells of not great depth.
i

.

,

Tna annual rainfall amour ts to nearly 19 Inches, average,
principally in July and August
Tha soU is highly fertile ani easy of working, being g
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than w know of anywhe.
whera conditions are equally good.
'
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and tor-ag-e.
Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming,- - practiced scientifically. Is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover
many thousand arces surrounding
ths city is now being constructed.,
Mining, developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby.
Tha Pecos National Forest, which u near, affords excellent gras--.
Ing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
raising Is s profitable business.
great natural pleasure ground abounds in this Nstional Forest,
with it grand scenery, lu trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city arc open
11
the year for health or pleasure seeker.
rin

,

Continuous Advertising

These sills will le glared at a dis(Imnf's lry Hoods Hliiro all day totance of twelve ivel Apart. On them morrow, 20 jier cent reduction,
TSWHAT makes your name familiar and
box flume. The
will l eoimtriulcd
identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
Hume will be loeateit at leant one foot
.
from tho rook wrII lu eider to allow
turning your back to give the other
any scaling of the roek to pasa befellow a chance when you are not looking.
tween the flume and the ellff an, ocCONTRACTU!! nml MULDER
J If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
casion km sliKht daman as possible, Ruttmatea Furntftlied on All Kinds of
in
.share
the
benefit
of
may
your expenditure
The canal will bo provided at proper
UulliUnr xob Woik a Specialty.
to be in when you are out.
by
chancing
and overflows.
points lth shut-ofPhone Matu S.1.
Opposite Optlo
"Arroyos and canyon will be crossed
ly flumes the same a the bluffs, and
the bent used there for supporting
the flumes will be aet In concrete.
The construction will be In auch manner that the canal can be enlarged
nt any time according to requirements.
The location of the canal on the south
side of the river places it away from
all settlements and free from pollution
of any kind and any seepage water
from the canal will go directly into
the river without inconvenience or
damage to any property.
"The flume work will be begun Aug
ust 1 and Sooner If the locating survey can be completed and material
gotten on the ground.
Early next
spring the diversion dam will be constructed and the earth part of the
canal constructed so that the canal
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
will furnish
full supply of water for
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodthe new reservoir and will fill it to
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
its full capacity within twenty days.
statements.
When the water Is muddy in the river
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
the canal will he closed off and only
water from the reservoir used for city
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing1 his capital, not
supply. This canal will complete the
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
Improvements planned by the Agua
will not prove permanently profitable f he fails to make
Pura company and will give Las Vegas
secure repeat orders.
good
as near a perfect water supply as can be
obtained. The cannl will not he used
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
during the winter season as the pres
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
ent pipe line will supply all the water
You are justified in, being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beduring that season of the year.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
Stephen Powers assistant superin
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
tendent of the Agua Pura company,
will have charge of the construction
money in telling others of their goodness.
work."

Frank Rcvcll,

Seven trains loaded with doctors . STRUCT A DITCH 13.000 FEET
passed Uhrough Las Vegas today runIN LENGTH
ning as extra sections of the famous
California Limited. The first section
lu order that greater rapidity may
arrived on ti me and the others followed
be
employed in filling its new reseralong at regular intervals, the last
iu the Peterson canyon the Agua
voir
'
train leaving here at 10:40 o'clock.
Pur a compnay has determined upon
with
wives
their
1,000
doctors,
Fully
acn families were passengers on the the construction of a canal leading
cantrains. Ttfe doctors, are on their way fi om its preserves In the Gallinas
canal
The
new
reservoir.
to
the
tc San Francisco where they will at- yon
tend .the annual meeting of the Amer- is a part of the system of improvements that has been contemplated by
ican Medical association.
Among.. the. famous medical men in the company for several months; a
the delegation was Dr. J. B. Murphy system that will give Las Vegas as
of Chicago, Inventor of the famous near perfect water service as can lie
Murphy hutton and the greatest ab obtained, The canal will be over 13,feet!
000
be
will
in
There
lengthi
dominal surgeon In the United State.
Pr. R. Wlsner Townsend was train 2,500 feet of flumes spanning the
and running along the sides of
captain of the first party, which will
stop at the Grand Canyon while on the bluffs. Work on the construction
AWAKES AFTER 65 DAYS
of the flumes will be begun not later
Vandalia, 111., June 23. Miss Hazel the way' to San Francisco.
than August 1. The entire canal will
Las
were
Vegas
at
the
Many
people
Schmidt, who has been asleep at the
be ready for use by April 1 of next
Santa
station
to
e
see
sixty-fivFe,
the
today
for
here
heme of her father
,
year.
to
trains go through, hoping
discover
days, awoke last night and asked for
The
will
enable the Agua Pura
canal
the
old
travelers
friends
from
among
something to eat. She was conscious
company to keep its reservoir filled to
states.
the
eastern
Several
beside
her
people
a
chair
in
was
and
placed
Under the
triad to be able to shake hands with Its maximum capacity.
couch, but she soon was in slumber-lanwathe
present
system
only
old
their
surplus
from
New
family
physician
again. Members of the family
not
ter
in
used
the
is
Impound
city
are worn out by the constant vigil York, jot Vermont or Illinois or some ed.
This permits much of the clear
state further east. The special
ether
months
preFor
three
side.
her
ai
water in the river to escape. By the
vious to going to sleep, Miss Schmidt, trains were all equipped palatlally,
water can be impounded at the
canal
to
the California Limited.
according to her mother, appeared similarly
most
the
propitious seasons, the re
The
trains
been
on
the
running
Jiave
drowsy. Her long sleep does not
servoir being filled to the brim in
same
an
tne
Chi
from
way
means
her.
scneanig
seem disquieting to
Every
twenty days. This will safeguard to
tc medical science has been employed cngo and have maintained uniform Las
Vegas at all times plenty of clear,
time
relative
arifl'ttepf
nelr
positions
1r arouse her with but little or no
pure water. By the use of the new
without a hitch or delay.
In one of the sections was E. J. reservoir under the present system
of Topeka, assistant gener this is practically assured, but the new
!iakeshaft
SEAMEN'S STRIKE ENDS
al passenger agent, for the Santa Fe. canal will make the assurance final
Southampton, June 23. The strike
and complete.
of seamen which has seriously interA
a
ThA
n.Tinl mtl1
.
.
..
1UT7 lauat
i U. O
win Jwnu 1 u ill uaiu XT.
D.ti.-j
fered with many steamship lines was
,n
the
to
Gallinas
new
the
re
canyon
11
E.
Bast at., Bath Me.,
S. Bacon,
ended today when the employes of lends out
this warning to railroaders: 'servolr. It will follow the south side
terms
the
line
Star
White
accepted
the
"A conductor on the ' railroad,
my of the canyon. Water will be turned
f the company and returned to work. Korg causea a enromo int.mmaiion irto the canal
by a diversion dam of
The other lines had already comprom- of the kidneys, and AI was miserable concrete which will be constructed a'
friend advised
and all played out
'
ised with the strikers.
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day dam No. 8.
rommen.-etaking them, I began to
F. H. Pierce, manager for the Agua
regain my strength. The inflamma- Pura company, was seen this
PRESIDENT'S YACHT LATE
morning
am
than
far
better
I
cleared
and
tion
Newport, R. I., June 23. The pres- I have been for twenty years. Tne by a reporter for The Optic. He gave
idential yacht Mayflower, bearing weakness and dizzy spells are a thing the following description of the canal
President Taft and his party from New of the past and I highly recommend end the purpose Nfor which It will he
Tom Ton take the
Pearl
Kidney Pills." O. G. scahefer constructed:
York to Fall River, passed Newport FoleyRed
Pearl
Cross Drag Co.
No, you take it
and
and
hour
at 1 p. m. today, about one
"A cement dam will be built at a
Tom Well, suppose sve both takt
a half behind schedule time. The
itf
In
Gallinas
near
the
river
the
RAIN
point
FOR
PRAY
VVILL
Mayflower was expected, to reach Fall
St. Louis, June 23. Archbishop present location of the Agua Pura
2
m.
River about
p.
Glennon In an ofJlciaL leter read to company's No. 8 ice dam. This danjr
before J4Q prjests of the .archdio- will be ai diversion dam for the pur
Warrants out for lynchers day
cese of St. tools, jequested the Sergy pose of putting water into the canafc
"'
Cameron, Tex., June 23. Warrants to Include In their daily mass a pray- The canal .beginning at the diversion
susfour
for
Issued
persons
been
will
hfte
run along the south bank
dam,
er for rain.
of the Gallinas river for a distance
pected of having participated In the
of about 13,000 feet where the water
lynching of a Mexican boy at Thorn-dalFRENCH CABINET TO RESIGN
near here, several days ago.
vlll be emptied Into the new reservoir
Paris, June 23. The government
More warrants are probable. The
in the chamber of dep- recently completed by the company.
names of the suspects have not been was defeated
The canal will be built In earth where- uties on a question relative to the sumade public
very suitable, hut around the rock bluffs
preme command of the army. As a there will be a large amount of flume.
consequence the cabinet has decided The flume will be constructed of wood.
CLUB MAN A SUICIDE
to resign.
At certain points the flume line win
Seatle, Wash., June 23. Captain D.
Booth
the
of
be about forty feet above the river.
H. Jarvls,
TOO, LATE TO CLASSIFY
The flume construction will consist
Fisheries company, and formerly head
corner of an Iron shoe leaded, Into the rork
in
SALE
residence,
Wash
My
FOR
interests
cf the Guggenheim
him
Eighth' street and Jackson avenue, Into which will be fitted a timber,
ington and Alaska, shot and killed
at a bargain. - Apply to Mrs. F. A. which will he a sill. This will be
.before
club
Teacher Willie, aru ther
shortly
Arctic
self in the
any
Hunt. i A
supported at Its outer end by a brace feathered quadrupeds?
noon today. ,
Willie Yes, sir.
extending to a point below the sill
Teacher Name one.
trouble
In
It
a
secure
will
where
marry
to
get
acqure
footing
One
way
Willie A feather bed.
The average man doesn't add any
cemented
and
be
the
into place.
rock
it.
fillshe
office
to
the
'At
dignity

hard-hittin-
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COMPANIES

t

7THI3

Life Insurance companies have been
charged with favoritism in the matter
of distributing their investments. ' It
'
has been argued, says a writer In
Moody's Magazine, that the reserves
held by the companies should be Invested in the territories where the policyholders live who contributed them,
and in one1 or two states legal enactments have been passed to secure this.
Railroad bonds and real estate mort-sag- e
loans are the two classes of securities most patronized by the companies.
Of the $3,665,630,535 assots
owned, by the companies doing business in New York no less than
is Invested In bonds and stocks
and $1,126,279,800 In mortgage loans.
So far as the latter form of investment Is concerned this kind of criticism
Is Rileneed because the mortgages
themselves, 'scattered over wide areas,
are the best evidence that the policyholders' money Is not "piled up In
Wall street." nut with stock and bond
investments It is different.
are
Because railroad securities
Delight on the New York Stock
even thmiah the railroads
$1,740.-CC5.73-

.

AND

J

Our Big Car of

SANTA FE CLUB
TO PLAY HERE

1

7T

tqii
I

INVESTED

i--

Fe and will remain long enough in
Las Vegas to play two fast games
with the Maroons. The first contest
will take place tomorrow afternoon at
3:30 o'clock. At exactly that hour the
umpire will call "play ball," and It !s
up to the fans to be present If they
wish to see the opening of the same.
Sunday afternoon the second game of
the series wll be played at 3 o'clock.
According to present plans, Jim
rnle Lopez will twirl the opening game
tor Santa Fe, the famous McCarthy
being held in reserve for Sunday's
contest. If Lou Smith, the Atnarillc
youngster, arrives in time, he likely
will go In the box" for the Maroons.
Otherwise Lockhart probably will
pitch. Schoeny and Angel, the two
fast fielding locals will be
1&ck In the game. This will strengthen the lineup materially.
Dope has it that the games will he
close and fast with the advantage
.slightly In favor of the Maroons.

23Y

CLASSY FURNITURE

Mrs. R. Flint, and herisoa, Harrison,
visited San Geronlmo today.
J
0Viw,O Istr
Mrs. George Pratt ot Fort Worth,
The ' man who does the
Texas, la here for a visit to her sister,
weighing, the measuring- - t,
Mrs. Dan Rhodes.
the man who knows how
and why the man on
John Jqeras, clerk of the court for
whom everything depends.
the Fourth Judicial dlstrct. Is n RaOur responsibility is never
ton on' a'brief business visit.
lost sight of for a moment
Miss Sadie O'Byrne left this after-noo- r
in prescription filling. Every .
'forTJenver where Bhe expects
prescription
to spend a month or more visiting
leaving our
store is faultless from any
leiatives and friends.
standpoint that you may '
E. O. Wright "of Clinton, Okla., is
take. You may feel safe
in the city.' Mr.' Wright is
looking
and sure if we fill your
at New Mexico land with the idea
prescription..
oi making 'Investments.
T. C. McConnell deputy
Internal
revenue collector for New Mexico, with
WINTERS DRUG CO.
headquarters at Santa Fe, was here
today on official business.
Charles Greenclay left this afternoon
Plioue Main a
for Denver where he will Join Mrs.
Greenclay, who has been visiting re-lElives in that city for several weeks
miss Nora Merrill and her niece,
Miss Elizabeth Kapp, who have been
spending the winter here with the
Misses Annie and Addle Merrill, left
this afternoon for their home in Ports
mouth, O.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hunker, Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Hunker of Missouri
aud Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Vasse of St.
Lonls left this afternoon for Harvey's
'
house. They expect to pitch
"DOC" MCCARTHY'S ANCIENT CITY acarriage
camp in the woods in that vicinity
STARS WILL CLASH WITH
and spend several days fishing.
'5

FRIDAY, JUNE

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Oooda

1

I

d

San Miguel National Bank

arm-chai-

Lli"'iP0STED...,

e,

vice-preside-

'

-

OmpHmtfrnltlM
$1011,000.001

i. M. CUNNINOHAM,

pTMldeat,
FRANK SPRINGER, Vk Prwldmt,
D. T. HOSKINS, CohUr,
,

Las Uzgas

'''

Mil

Murmlmm

'taalooojoo"

'

:l f

'".I'd'

Interest' Paid "on Time Deposits'

i

y

HANDLING YOUR SAVINGS
.'.

them is the provence'of a good
Such an institution is

so as to Increase

ings bank.

THE LAS VEGAS

SAVINGS-BANK-

sav- -

S

5?It invites you to take advantage offcts advantages, its
able and conservative management andjits financial strenj
gth. The opening account need not be flarge. In fact
almost any sum is sufficient to commence.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAIIlt
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Ectrty Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern teat the following de
scribed estray animal wu taken up by
Mr. J. T. Huber. Dexter, N. M.
One brown mare pony
about 9 years old, 14 hands high,
white spot In forehead.
Branded
On left shoulder
DI
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuq'ierque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
To-wi- t:

rj

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. L. House, House, N. M.
One sorrel mare about 14 V4
hands high, 8 or 9 years old.
Branded
On left hip
One sorrell mare about 14 hands
high, 7 or 8 years old.
Branded
ITl
li-On left hip
l
f One bay mare about 14 hands, 5
or 6 years old.
Branded
On left hip
One sorrel mare about 13
hands
high, 2 years old.
Branded
On let hip
One sor-- el horse .about 13'4 hand3
high, 2 years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July i, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray wl'l be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Fiist pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Carllngton Brothers, Vaughn, N. M.
One sorrel horse, fifteen
hands high, 8 years old.
Branded
fTS
'
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to thisBoard, unless claimed by owner on o.before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

LJ

v

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
G C. Cullers, Moriarty, N. M.
One bay mare 13 or 14
hands high, about 18 years old, star
iu forehead, with left hind foot white.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when fonnd.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
I
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERSND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

THE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
--

HANDLED

To-wl- t:

SOCIETY AND
CHAPMAN

brothers

NO. 2, A. F.

LODGE

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M.

always welcome to

the

W. O. Wood,
sachem;
wigwam.
David Flint, chief of records and

collector of wampum.

B. P.- O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Advertisement
Estray
Notice U Mreby given to whom It
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
mav concers tnat tne ionowing ae
Brothers
are cordially Invited. O.
Estray Advertisement
was
taken
animal
2,
NO.
up by
scribed estray
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Notice la hereby given to whom it N C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M.
Exalted Ruler; D. W.
H.
Hunker,
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
may concern teat tne following aeOne gray mare about 7
Estray Advertisement
Condon, Secretary'
conclave second Tues- gcrlbed estray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
F. Forsythe. East Lbs Vegas, N. M years old.
day In each month at MaTlrflnried
One black mare, weight
may concern that the following de- sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesmr
fin lft ahnnldpr
scribed estray animal was taken up by
alout 600 lbs..' has bay colt
Optic's Number, Main 2.
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Reday evenings each month, at FraBranded
Eieuterio Leyba, Pena Blanca, N. M. corder.
jji
Branded
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
One black mare about 10
UII ILgllL HIV
K
ADVER. I On left hip
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
Brothers
about
700
lbs.
cordially invited to attend.
about
Ear marks
Branded
years old. weight
TISEMENTS
'
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
J
V- IB.
F.
McGulre,
5
feet high.
President; E. C
uu '1BUl Ulv
Five cents oer line each Insertion.
ROYAL ARCH MASON8 Regular
Said animal being unknown to tills
Branded
&a'
Ward,
I
Secretary.
,n msl ?e,mS
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
convocation first Monday
On left hip
before Juiy 8, 1911, said date being 10
Maline. No ad to occupy less space than
month
at
each
10
in
date
said
fore July 8, 1911.
being
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Said animal being unknown to this
days after last appearance of this ad
two lines, aii advertisements cnarg- - dayft after
sonic Temple, at 7:39 p.
owner on or
appeftrance of this ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
claimed
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
unless
by
Board,
so win oe Doonea at space actually vertlsement, said estray will be sold
'
Estray Advertisement
m., J. A, Rutledge;
by this Board for the benefit of the
8, 1911. said date being 10
before
July
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Is
whom
the
Notice
benefit
io
of
of
to
't
the
this
Board
for
number
without
hereby
given
by
set,
regard
Chas. H. Sporleder,
owner when found.
adof
this
last
de
concern
appearance
building. Visiting memoers are cor.
after
the
that
owner
found
when
may
following
days
wards. Cash In advanea oreferrerf.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up hv vertisement, said estray will be sold secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD:
dlally invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque. N. M.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Board for the benefit of, the
June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 W. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
this
First
pub.
by
'11
28,
June
First pub. June 17, last pub.
One bay horse about 13
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
owner when found.
hands high .about 12 years old.
BOARD,
SANITARY
8. Meets second and fourth ThursO. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
CATTLE
WANTED Dining room girl. 403 R.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
N. M.
Advertisement
whom
to
Estray
it
1.
la
Notice
Meet every Monday evening at
Albuquerque,
given
hereby
Mrs.
In
Masonic
R. avenue,
Temple.
days
Notice is hereby given to whom it may concern that the following de
On right shoulder
17, last pub. June 28, '11
June
their
hall on Sixth street. All visitFirst
pub.
aeM.
Agnes
may concern that the following
Tripp, Worthy Matron;
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
brethren cordially Invited to ating
scribed estray animal was taken up by N. C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M.
RANTED Good cook. 725 6th st
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
On right hip
B. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M,
The.ro la more Catarrh in this sec
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A
One gray mare about 12
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary,
Said animal being unknown to tn.ri tion of the country than all other disT. Rogers, V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
One small Iron gray mule,
old.
years
Board, unless claimed by owner on or eases out together, and until the last
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Phone
Branded
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 few years was supposed to oe incurIEJ
Branded
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
On left Jaw
Cib days after last appearance of this ad able. For a great many years doc
nr. loft iin
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
and
NO
disease
local
a
It
LODGE
DORADO
EL
1,
Branded
tors
Bo'd
will
said
be
pronounced
vertisement,
estray
Branded
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
by conOn left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the prescribed local remedies, and
OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODKNIGHT8
On right hip
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
owner
stantly failing to cure with local treatwhen found.
Said animal being unknown to this
SciERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
incurable.
it
to
unknown
this
ment,
every Monday eveSaid animal being
pronounced
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed hv owner nn or
ence has proved catarrh to be a con
Meets the second and fourth FriAlbuquerque. N. "M
in
tOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock before Julv 8. 1911. until data tiAlnir in Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Castle
hall.
ning
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 stitutional disease and therefore re
days of each month in the W. O.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money days after last appearance of this ad
Visiting Knights are
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
ad
W. fill, at 8 p. m.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- - vertlsement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this sold
Christopher
F.
manufactured
J,
Catarrh
Cure,
by
Invited.
cordially
vertisement, said estray will be
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
Clay, Venerable
Cheney
Consul;
George
tie E. Stevens. Humboldt. Kan- - R2. My this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Advertisement
Chas. E. Liebsch-nler- ,
Estray
cure on the mar
owner wnen roune
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it only constitutional
owner when found.
CATTT.Tn
KANTTARV BniDri
In
Is
taken Internally
doses
ket. It
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting NeighCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following de from 10
Dianas or an ae-vvii SAidii
AlhnmmmiiA N m
Commander. Harry
drops to a teaspoonful. It
M.
was
scribed
N.
animal
taken
estray
up
by
bors are cordially Invited.
Albuquerque,
on
acts directly
the blood and mucouB
scriptiona. Notary seals and rec- First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 B.as .Sandoval, Alameda, N. M.
Martin, Keeper of
surfaces of the system. They offer
ords at The Optlo office.
Records and Seal.
One dark bay horse about one hundred dollars for any case it
OKNTISTS.
8 or 9 years old, weighs about 700 falls to cure.
circulars
for
Send
and
Advertisement
Advertisement
Estray
Estray
testimonials
Notice is hereby given to whom It
whom
BALDY
LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Notice la hereby given to
it lbs.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To
F. R. LORD
may concern that the following de may concern that the following de
Branded
UNION
OF AMERICA Meets- - first
Ohio
p?J
ledo,
was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
scribed
animal
estray
InOn right shoulder
FOR KENT Furnished rooms,
Sold by drueglsts, 75c.
DENTI8T
and third Wednesdays of each
Marsellon Sanchez, Padillas, N. M
Earl Littreil, Colfax, N. M.
'
Take Hall's family Pills for const!
Branded
quire at 1209 Mora Ave.
One small bay horse about
Office
One sorrel blazed faced
Pioneer
pmonth at Fraternal Brotherhood
Building
,
patlon.
On left shoulder
o years oia.
Rooms 3 and 4
horse reigning about 700 lbs.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F, 1.; W. A
rooms
Two
with
FOR RENT
Said animal being unknown to uus
large
Phone Main 67
Branded
Branded
Foley Kidney Pins are a true medi- . uivens, secretary. Visiting mem- Office
closets for
loard, unless claimed by owner on or cine.
$7. O,
are hea'lng, strengthenResidence
Main 413
They
On left shoulder
Phone
bers
On left shoulder
invited.
cordially
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
and tonic. They act
Optic.
r j-j
Said animal being unknown to this First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 ing, antiseptic
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Vmmt Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hln
FRATERNAL
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
appearance of this ad Cross Drug Co.
FOR RENT Modem furnished house.
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after lastsaid
,,
,. . . ...
;,
102 Meets every Monday night at
vertisement,
estray will be sold
DENTIST
ad'
Railthis
723 Fifth- street.
623
after
last appearance of
Inquire
by this Board tor the benefit of the
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or daye
atf1 rot v will tia smlri owner when found.
Suite
4, Crockett Building. Hag phones
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 vaHldAincint
road avenue.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
bv this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY ' BOARD.
at office and residence.
days after last appearance of this
o'clock. Visiting members are corowner when found.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
sold
will
said
be
estray
FOR RENT Small house partly fur- vertlsement,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
welcome.
E. E. Gehrlng, presidially
A""-'- "'
Albuquerque, N. M.
"" owner when found.
uibucu,,
ATTORNEYS
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre'11
June
June
last
17,
23,
First pub.
pub.
11th Street, Add. Box 244 E. Las
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
"
Albuquerque, N. M.
Vegas.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A, Hunker
First pud. June 17, last pub. June zs, 'ii
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Notice is hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal was taken up by
In the Wake of the Measles
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesThe little son of Mrs. O. S. Palmer.
nay concern that the following
Attorneys at Law
M.
Frank Davis, Stanley, N.
f Jttle Rock. Ark., had the measles.
Estray Advertisement
estray animal was taken up by
day of the month in the vestry Las Vegas
New Mexico
5
One
cow
red
la
Notice
about
to
whom
it
hereby given
years
S. L. Fisher, El Porvenir, N. M.
The result was a severe cough which
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
700 lbs., white spot
about
old,
weight
grew worse and he could not sleep, may concern mat tne ionowing aeone
or
yellow pony four
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
She says: "One bottle of Foley's scrioea estray animai was taiten up Dy five
In forehead.
years old, weight about 500 or
MASSAGE
Isaac Appel,
spencer, fcast view, n. m.
cordially invited.
Honey and Tar Compound completely u
Branded
One roan gelding about 10 600 lbs..
cured him ead he has never been
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
On left ribs
bothered since." Croup,
Branded
whooping yars old 15
mm
handa n, n
ht
retary.
L
MRS. OT.L1E SHEARER
Said animal being unknown to this
'
On left hip
i'ff
lbs- - whIte
fore- about
in
jij;
i'000
The
and
Tar
Compound.
ey's Honey
Masseuse and Midwife
owner
unless
on
claimed
or
of
Board,
maby
Said animal being unknown to this
genuine la in the yellow package al- - neaa.
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- - Residence Phoue
Main 30S
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
O. G.
wavs. Refuse substitutes.
Branded
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this adPhone
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Parlor
hail
fourth
the
of
the
Massage
Vegas 75
Mm
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
sleep
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...
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.
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run,
this Board for the benefit of the
by
claimed by owner on or vertispiuent,
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owner when found.
your cruises, shipwreck or anything before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 ownen when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
like that?" .
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
daye after last appearance of this ad"Never was shlDwrecked. hut we vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerquo, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
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Notice is hereby given to whom it
Phone Main 337.
Albuquerque. N. M
Estray Advertisement
clean; pure
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 may concern that the following de
Notice is hereby given to whom it
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
scribed estray animal was taken up by
bothered with kldne trouble for many
Eieuterio Leyba, Pena Blanca, N. M may concern that the following
Made from distilled water
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol- Estray Advertisement
estray animal was taken up by
One bay horse about
Notice la hereby given to whom it
ley Kidney Remedy, and before takM. Heck, Cimarron, N. M.
ing It three days I could feel Its bene-- 1 may concern that the following de-- years old, weight about 900 lbs., about J.
LOCAL
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One brown pony horse
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9 years old, weight
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about
about 500
Branded
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One brown horse about. 12
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No. 3
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owner
unless
claimed
on
or
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by
"They say hes traveled a great Said animal being unknown to this before
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said
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last appearance of this ad Board, unless claimed by owner on or
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before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 No. 1
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vertisement,
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appearance of this ad
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Board
6:40 P. M.
Dy m
for the
benefit nf the owner when found.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold No. 7 ...
.
I owner
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
when found.
7:00 P. M.
this Board for tie benefit of the No, 9
by
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
The woman of today who has good
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stockowner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M
Albuquerque. N. M
health, rood temper, good sense.
CATTLE
SANITARY
EA6T BOUND
holders, desires to announce the appointment of
BOARD,
bright eyer and a lovely complexion. First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Albuquerque, N. M.
the result of correct living and good
Arrive
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M.
:io
p.
of
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Investment and Agency Corporation
v
Manager
world. If your digestion is faulty
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
No. 4
.,
,. Xl:10 P. M.
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Notice is hereby given to whom it
No. 8
as its agent for this district. The company will beVonservatively
X;18
lets will correct it. For sale by all may concern that the following de-- may concern that the following de
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up b
1:45 P. M.
druggists.
Notice is hereby given to whom It No, 10
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico InSim Calley, Springer, N. M.
W. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
concern that the following de,. Dtpart
may
surance Department at all times.
Policeman How long are you going
One bay mare about 15
One bay horse about 14
:15 P. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by No. 2
t. be in New York?
hands high, about 9 years old
Keepjyour money at home by placing your insurance with a
years old.
No. 4
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
11:20 P. M
Hiram Wa-aBranded
y'see, I'm town conBranded
home company.
t:
One roan horse pony about No. 8
1:25 A. M
On right hip
stable, so I got to be back in time
On left hip
No. 10
1:10 P, M
12 or 15 years old.
to arrest Cy Heudera for gettin' tipsy
Branded
Branded
Branded
next Saturday night. Judge.
On right shoulder
On left Jaw
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wJ?,!,fo"n- owner when found.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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BOARD,
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HIGH

QUALITY

FLAX

It Is Onev of Most

Promising
Crops for Dry Land.

Crows Better en Loam and Clay Soil
Than on Sandy and Make Good
Sod Crop Under Proper

Condition.

(Bjr

'

ALVIN

KEYSER. Colorado
College.)

Affrt-cultur- al

The high prices which have prevailed for flax seed have been due to
the extreme shortage of the crop In
1910.

PEOPLE WHO NEVER EXISTED

and She had to.

HErV

Immense Circle cf Acquaintances Created for Us by Minds of Great

f

pAmnet

Writers.
An enthusiast's dictionary of the
novels of Sir Walter Scott informs us
that there are no less than 2.836 characters in his Etorles. These figures
serve to make us realize how surpassingly large is the circle of purely Imaginative acquaintances whose names
and characteristics and stories the
lover of literature and art stores in
his memory in the course of a lifetime, and how cosmopolitan the company Is.
In infancy we are introduced to the
early racial circle of acquaintances
whom we Inherit from our earliest
ancestors fairies good and wicked,
heroes of many(climes, imaginary people whom we never forget and do not
allow to be forgotten by those who
come after us. Then follow the giants
of childhood
Robinson Crusoe, Christian the Pilgrim, Don Quixote, Gulli"George, dear, If this Is a bracing
ver.
Passing acquaintances, once Wind, I don't like being braced."
liked, but readily forgotten, we pass
"Spell it with an 'em,' Maudie, and
over. And now the circle widens sud- 111 denly. The companions of a lifetime
come trooping out of the past and
WISE GIRL
present Homer's heroes and heroines,
King Arthur's court, Canterbury pilgrims. Shakespeare's immortal company, the men and women Thackeray
drew, a few of George Eliot's characters, Dickens' unforgettable types, and
from abroad, Dumas' swashbucklers,
Baizac's
crowded human comedy,
some of Daudet's personages, Tolstoy's Anna, Kipling's Soldiers Three
and Junglefolk, Hester Prynne, MereAnatole
dith's
creations,
great
France's M. Bergeret and his contemporaries. New York Tribune.

Flax may be grown under Irrigation
or on the dry land in proper conditions. It Is one of the promising
cash crops for dry land. In normal
seasons, on properly prepared soils,
it will probably ayerage from 13 to
18 bushels to the acre.
Flax grows best upon a moist, well
compacted seed bed. It grows better
on loam and clay soil than on sandy
oil, but will produce good crops on
fertile, sandy lands. Flax makes a
good sod crop under proper conditions.
When grown, upon sod, the breaking
should be done when the sod Is moist
to a depth of two and a half to three
Inches. The breaking should bo
rolled down perfectly flat, so aa to
make good contact with the subsoil,,
the rolling being done Immediately
after the breaking. After rolllna, the
breaking should be harrowed lengthwise once or twice to produce a mulch
at the surface.
Flax may then be planted upon
this prepared sod land, using twenty
pounds of good, plump seed to the
acre. The planting may preferably
be done with a disk press drill, planting from one to two Inches In depth, WOMAN'S COURAGE IS HIGH
soil conditions.
depending upon
Whether planted upon new land or English Sociologist Advances the Theupon old lands, the soil should be
ory That This Is Due to the
moist In the spring to Insure success.
Maternal Instinct.
If planted upon old lands. It should
only be planted upon lands which are
In high police circles woman's trait
clean and free from weeds, If the of courage that exceeds their physical
"I suppose your sister is busily pre
land is plowed, it should be plowed strength is regnrded as no new manifor her wedding?"
paring
very early to permit thorough nompac? festation in the proverbially weaker
"Yes, she is up in her room now delion before planting. Flax may be sex.
stroying all her old letters."
planted upon corn stubble by simply
associated
"Kver. since I became
with police work," said one experidisking and harrowing the surface,
Only the brightest, plumpest and enced officer, "I have noticed that
POINT OF VIEW.
cleanest seeds should be planted, as women seemed always ready to help
flax diseases may be carried by any one in apparent difficulties. Pershrunken flax seed.
To prevent haps because they are weak thembringing In flax diseases, seed should selves they are disposed readily to
, be treated with formaldehyde.
The help the weaker side without thought
treating solution is made by addini of consequences to themselves."
one ounce of 40 per cent formaldehyde
A highly Interesting explanation of
to two and a half gallons of water and this undoubted bravery in women was
stirring thoroughly to mix. This vouchsafed by J. W. Slaughter, the
amount of solution Is sufficient to eminent English sociologist, who astreat five bushels of seed, 1. e.,
f
signed female courage largely to the
gallon will treat one bushel of seed. maternal instinct "Nothing on earth
The seed should be placed on the can be more ferocious, more dangerfloor In a pile, or upon canvas, and ous and more courageous than the fesprinkled. After the nprlngling, tbo male animal defending her young.
in
pile should be shoveled over as con- Tbo maternal InstincttoIn woman laYou
courage.
crete Is mixed to thoroughly mix the itself an inspiration
on the edge
se3. The sprinkling and shoveling will never see a woman
should be repeated four or live times, of a crowd taking the side of the upor until all the seed Is thoroughly per dog. "Women, moreover, act more
Mabel Who was the best man at
mt'ist on the outside. After treat- directly than men. They are more the
leEB calculating.
wedding?
and
Impulsive
ment, the seed should be covered up
Jim I dunno. They didn't fight"
"We are accustomed to. think of
with canvas or gunny sacks or some
similar material, Jand left for two women as afraid of this or that, but
not really had
hours, after which it may be planted it is because they have after
FEE IN INSTALLMENTS
all, a
at once. If it cannot be planted at experience. Courage Is,
not
is
One
of
matter
experience.,
once, it should be spread out and
afraid of things one is used to or
thoroughly dried.
how to deal with.
Seeding should be done as early in knows
the spring as possible and escape hard
frosts. The time will vary from the
Tipping In the Dark.
1st to the 10th of May in most parts
bad
He
quite lost his English acof the state. The seeding should be
his
manner, and his Engcent,
English
done by a press drill, using about
that waiter I met the
lish
appearance
of
seed
treated
twenty pounds
plump,
one
little trick that he
other
but
day,
acre.
to the
The seeding should be
him
for a countryretained
betrayed
done a uniform depth to insure uni-rman o? mine," said the Englishman.
ripening.
''When I'offered him a tip he turned
CT
his back upon me and stretched bis
Purpose of Dry Farming Congress, ' hssd out behind him to receive it. Of
Nobody but aS English waiter
r It is a fact (that is fast being ae
old school would have received a
the
is
of
water
excess
xepted) that any
so much humility. It waj
with
tip
injurious to plant growth and that
custom to cultivate that
field crons In order to give their never the
demeanor
modest
anywhere except in
choicest
and
maximum yields
quail
The old servilittle
the
island,
tight
nor
ties should have neither a lack
It
a
tors
thought
there1
sign of dis
'excess of water. This condition can
to glue the eye on a fee before
honor
In
sections
obtained'
best be
many
left the customer's hand, but
'of the dry farming area, in under' it had
generation of English waiters
th$
trained fields of the humid afe"! and iB aijigw
fereedy as inejr premren in otnei
section
where
great
iln the irrigated
lands and mak.es a forward thrust foi
care is exercised in the . application whatever Is offered:1
Geraldine When are we to be marof irrigating water. To teach the
ried?
these
world
of
principles
the
farmers
Gerald When I can find a minister
Refined Torture.
and how to apply them to get the
to take one dollar down and
willing
best results is the mission of the Dry
question of the 60 cents a month afterwards.
The
towhich
brings
Farming congress,
meanest man had found its way into
gether delegates from all parts of the the conversation.
world once a year,
"The meanest man on earth," at COST THE COMPANY MONEY
leged Jones, "lives in Philadelphia-C- ity
of Brotherly Love. He resides in
".
Splendid Late Strawberry.
an apartment hotel. His bedroom winWilliams
I have grown Fremont
dow gives upon a court which Is posthree years, and it is the best late sessed of terriflo acoustic properties.
strawberry that I know of, says a This meanest man snores. With the
writer in an exchange. It Is as late coming of spring sleepers in the court
as Gandy, or even better. It was not nnened wider their windows. So did
damaged by the, late freeze last tne mean . man the accomplished
;
snrlne. The fruit buds do not show enorer. His
s
suffered.
' uo until very late in the season. Ber
Now
desist.
to
him
whatj
They
ries average large, with a bright, reJ do youbegged
.
think he did?"
color, are smooth and nearly round
Nobody guessed.
in shape. It stood the drouth of last
"He rigged up a megaphone, caused
season well, and was one of the pay
to project into the open court, and
it
of
season
freak
ing varieties for the
into it all night"
snored
1910.
one-hal-

4 V

' HE? shall be
abundantly satis
fied with the fullness of thy

house; and thou ahalt make them drink
of the river of thy pleasures.
Ions',

Eteala on the ear the distant triumph
long,
And hearts are brave again, and armi
are strong.
CHOCOLATE
three-fourth-

Aeroplane la Simple.
The working parts of the modern
flying machine are infinitely fewer In
number than those of the automobile,
the motor boat, the railroad locomotive or the steamship. Far more complex if the operation of a
motor car than that of a
aeroplane. Far more delicately
are the thousands of parts of
the steam or eleotrlo locomotive than
the mechanism of the flying machine.
It is this very simplicity of construction and operation that has enabled
the aeroplane to outdo In continuous
motion every other known form of
conveyance, except steamers, motor
boats and sailing ships, and these
last named are able to maintain their
motion only because of their huge
driving mechanism, out of all proportion to the bulk that is propelled.

DISHES.

Soak
of a cup of bread
crumbs in a cup of scalded milk until soft Add a half cup of grated
a half cup. of sugar, a half
cup of cocoa, a teaspoonful of lemon
Juice, the yolks of two eggs lightly
beaten; cut and fold in the whites
beaten until stiff, "a pinch of salt and
turn into a buttered baking dish and
bake in a moderate oven thirty minutes. Serve hot or cold. This is
called Duchess Pudding.
Chocolate
Bread
Pudding. Mix
s
of a cup of bread crumbs
with two cups of scalded, milk; add
three squares of melted chocolate, two
eggs beaten, a half teaspoonful of salt
a teaspoonful of vanilla, a fourth of a
cup of cold milk and a fourth of a cup
of sugar. Bake, stirring twice during
the hour of baking.
Chocolate
Sauce. This sauce Is
especially good with vanilla ice cream,
or it may be served with any gelatine
dessert:
Cook together a cup of sugar, two
tablespoonfuls of butter, a half cup. of
water and a pinch of salt and two
ounces of chocolate. Serve hot.
Chocolate Fig Ice Cream. Melt four
s
ounces of chocolate, add
of a cup of sugar and half a cup of
cream, cook until smooth; add half
a teaspoonful of salt, a cup and a half
of chopped figs and a tablespoonful
of vanilla; stir and freeze. If the figs
are soaked awhile In orange Juice
they mix and make a smoother cream.
Chocolate Mousse. Whip a pint of
cream, add a half cup of powdered
sugar and four ounces of chocolate
melted and a fourth of a teaspoonful
of salt Pour into a mold and pack in
Ice and salt and stand for four hours-- .
Chocolate Junket Ice Cream. Dissolve a Junket tablet in a tablespoonful of cold water. Warm three cups
of milk until Just luke warm, add the
Junket, one and a fourth cups of
sugar, a tablespoonful of vanilla and
two cups of cream, two squares of
melted chocolate. Freeze as usual.

nave
Your

And when the strife ia fierce, the warfare

s

high-powere- d

high-powere- d

three-fourth-

Learning to Spell.
Little Margaret, who is three years
eld, lived for a long time next door
to a family who kept a cat bearing
the name of Billy. Then she moved
away from the family, and did not see
the cat again.
Several days ago Margaret's mother
tried to teach her how to spell cat
and dog. After many efforts she succeeded In getting her daughter to
spell the words after her, and stopped
for the first lesson.
The day following the mother said
suddenly:
"Margaret, what does
spell?"
She did not have to wait for an answer. Quick as a flash the child
turned toward her.
"Billy," she replied.

three-fourth-

Wedding Stationery

-t

"We didn't know what to do about
Piute Pete." said the Crimson Gulch
citizen. "He wara a real good fellow,
but he would be careless about shoot-in- '
up the populace."
"Did you straighten out the mat
ter?"
"To some extent. We elected him
Sheriff, thereby makln it look a little
more legal." Washington Star..

Warning to Railroad Men
FJ. a. Bacon,
II Bast St., Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
'A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic iufUmmatlon
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
commen ed taking them, I began to
regain my strengtn. rne mriamma-tiocleared and I am far better than
The
I have been for twenty years.
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
9
CST Is a fine medicine.
Let of the past and I highly recommend
your stomachs rest, ye dys Folev Kidney Pins." u. u. scanerer
let
brains
wearied
your
rest, you
peptics;
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and worried men

CABINET

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards
Calling Cards

Birth Announcements

1

n

j

Programs

of business.

Rest Is not quitting the busy, career:
rest Is the fitting of self to one's sphere.
HOT WEATHER DISHES.

Ices and ice creams are always wel
come in hot weather, and for dessert
nothing can take their places. Iced

fruits are easier to serve than fancy
puddings and much better for the digestion.
During currant and cherry time,
those dellcloua fruits will be used for
pies as well as eaten fresh. A cherry
pie is considered by most epicures the
sine qua non.
In baking cherry pies remember to
insert a paper funnel made from
writing paper in the center opening
and the Juice will boU up and never
run over and spoil the pie.
Tomatoes are such refreshing vege
tables and are especially good for the

r
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fellow-tenant-
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Love of Nature.
Fertilising Apple Trees.
The New York Experiments indicate
It Is a mistake to conclude that men
no value from fertilizing apple trees are insensible to those beauties' which
either with chemicals 6r form manure. they are not continually talkingofabout
NaWhether the trees be Just in bearing, and analyzing that the love
taste
the
because
new
New
In
a
this
In
is
old
feeling
ture
or
years.
middle
York orchardlsts are most fortunate. for the picturesque is a modern taste.
As for us, we shall continue to fer- When the mountaineer descends into
the plain, he eoon begins to pine for
tilize.
his native hills, and many have been
known to fall sick nay, even to die,
umEnemies of 8weet Potajes.
First Baseball Crank KiH
of that love. Yet had he never left the
enof
has
kill the umpire.
pl
sweet
'ity
potato,
pire
The
him
heard
never
have
would
Second Ball Crank Don't say that
emies. The principal ones are the cut bills, you
about them. Julius cnaries "Sport I just insured hire yesterday.
worm, leaf minr, stem borer, leaf prate
Iare.
roller and weevil.

blood.
To vary the, manner of serving, chop
a cucumber and an onion, mix with a
sprinkling of chopped ' parsley and
French dressing and heap on nice
thick slices of tomatoes.
Individual berry shortcakes are prepared by baking powder biscuits.
Split them and butter while hot; fill
with crushed fruit and put a berry, or
two on top, if strawberries, if small
fruit use more. When making the
biscuit if they are rolled thin and
spread with butter and another laid
on top they split much easier and are
no $s apt to soak the Juice and be
Soggy.
Macaroon Cream. Soak a
of eelatlne in two table-spoonfuls tit water. Make a custard,
with two cups of milk, three eg! yolks'
and four tablespoonfuls of sugar.
When cooked add the gelatine and stir
in a teaspoonful of vanilla and1 eight
macaroons crushed and sifted.) Add
a cup of whipped cream and mold.
table-nnnrmft- il

I

r.

Miss Howell You remember that
gentleman you introduced me to at
the reception last night?
Miss Knox Yes.
Miss Howell After hearing me
sing he said he would give anything
if he had my voice.
Miss Knox Well I don't doubt it.
He is an auctioneer. Chicago News.

and Stationery

.

There Is one medicine that every
miiv should be nrovlded with and
especially during the summer months;
viz. Chamberlain's uonc, unoiera ana
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer
tain to be needed. It costs but a quarter. Can you afford to be without it?
For sale by all druggists.
Gouty and grimly humorous old
gentleman wires to his doctor.
Doctor's wife (reading telegram)
If you are interested in a pretty foot
and ankle come over this evening.
London Punch.
Txrtnvrnin

rniiph la not

Printed by the

Optic

dangerous

nrhn the coueh is kept loose andwinraHon eaav by elvlns Ohamberlaln's Cough Remedy. It has been
used in many epidemics 01 uus urease with perfect success.
by all druggists.

For sale

He I am not taking part in the the
atricals. I always think I am making
such a fool of myself.
rip Oh. everyone thinks that!
London Opinion.

It Is vorse than useless to take any
muscular or
medicine Internally for
whonmntlam. ATI that Is need
.
of Chamber-application
ed is a . free
.,
. .
.
.
lam's Liniment, ror saie oy an urug- .
glsts.
--

Publishing
Company
Printers of

mt

j.

SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

1
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fieYeu
Father.
v'We have rented a summer pottage
''this year with running water in it"
she said.
"I suppose your husband is pleased
at the thought of not having to go for
water every twenty minutes?")
"Yes, but the icehouse is half a mile
away, and I rather Imagine toat we
can keep him .busy getting ice
Vlot All Fun for

refuse me, then.

one of them this afternoon.
Transcript.

Boston

that has at
tA0n tha nan nf Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
can
mil. if o favorltfl vervwhere. It sale
nlwavs be depended upon.
by all dfhgglsta.

I

Oh, well,

there are others!
She 1 know there are. I accepted

For

Our Prices Arc Right

rr vrvr.?.

8

We - Have

Fruits

in ,

Fancy Table Cherries,
Apricots, Peaches,
Plums, Pie Cherries,
Gooseberries, Bananas,
Hediterranian Sweet Oranges
Canteloupes, Watermelons

IN VEGETABLES
Hot House Cucumbers, Cauliflower,
Green and Wax Beans, Asparaga,
Green Peas, Tomatoes, Head Lettus,
Radishes, Soup Bunches, New
Turnips, New Beets, Carrots,
N
Parsley, New Cabbaguce,
Green Onions Endive
e

U

I
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, LOCAL
Always get
barber shop.

NEWS

tie

-

beat at Nolette's

sold over the bar
Long's Buffet.
f

&

Graaf's Dry Goods Store all day
morrow, 20 per cent reduction.

to-

Old

Crow

r,,

9 Another lot fresh
njq 50 feet coupled..

First Rational Bank
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

Special sale on live wire neckwear finest
draught beers served over any
60c values for 25o Friday, Saturday
bar in the city.
and Monday, at Talchert's, 610. Douglas avenue.
Attention, Farmers and Stockmen.
We have a good supply of eight foot
Attention. Farmers and Kfnnltmon
All you want
slabs, here in town.
We have a good supply of eight foot at five cents a
piece. Romero MerAll you want cantile
slabs, here in town.
company.
at five cents a piece. Romero Mer
cantile company.
It was necessary for the city gang
to dig up several feet of tiling near the
The interior of the Duncan opera
armory yesterday for use in repair
house is being redecorated and will work
being done on Seventh street.
present a pleasing appearance when The
a
formed part of the old
tiling
the work has been completed. A new
that ran through the city. When
metal ceiling is being put in in addi- the route
of the acequla was changed
tion to the other improvements.
over a year ago the pipe running
the armory premises was
Thus far no action has been taken through
abandoned. The tiling will be used in
ly the authorities to put a stop to the improving the drainage on Seventh
sale of the deadly cap pistol. How- street.
I
ever, parents can accomplish at least
p'ortlal results by forbidding dealers
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
to sell them to their children.
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
A. E. Sweet, general mahaerer
of
the Rock Island railway, who was
Tuesday In a wreck at MeFar- land, Kan., resided in Las Vegas in
the eighties. As a young man he con
ducted a news stand and cigar store.
The Ladles' Aid Society of the Me
thodist church will hold a sale to
morrow afternoon at York's grocery
store, of- home baking. Pies, cakes.
bread, baked beans and doughnuts will
be sold. Sale begins at 2 o'clock.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here. '
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

ww ;r

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
"
best markets!
,

On Display

In Our Window

Home Made Bread
Pan Bread
Vienna Bread
Cream Bread
Butter Cream Bread
Whole Wheat Bread
Rye Bread
Moan Seed Bread
Macaroons
Vanilla Wafers
KJssea

Cookies

'

and Get Your
Pick

A popular young grocer of

j

i

etc., of which w

'

GROCER.

of
Layer Cakes
Sunshine Cakes
:
Ginger Cakes
Angel Food Cakes
Wine Cakes
Loaf Cakes
Raisin Cakes
Cookies
Rolls
Doughnuts
Fried Cakes

0RM& OlAYlRD

CO)

We're Here to Show You
We have on Display All the New Shapes,Colors
of Weaves.

the West

The Hoffman & Graubarth store announces the
opening of their doors to the public. Mr. H. N.
Graubarth, who is well known in Las Vegas, has just
returned from his eastern trip where he made a
most careful and up to date selection of Dry Goods,
Clothing, Shoes and ready to wear apparel.
Owing to depressions in eastern markets they
have been very fortunate in securing an extraordinary line of goods which represent the latest
fashions of eastern wearers. They've many new
things to show you radical innovations that will
surprise you.
Call and convince yourself, whether or not you

L

:'

W.

UkU't Hdw. Store

x

v-- .

BRIDGE STREET

side has left town presumably on a
vacation trip. His friends say he will
return with a bride. But, then
.

'

terday at the court house to Cande-larl- a
M. Garcia, aged 26, of Varlade-ro- ,
and Narciso TJlibarri, aged 62 of
Trementina.

75c

GREENBERGER
"

This evening at the Normal University will occur the reception given
by the faculty and older students of
the institution for the summer school
students. The reception was to have
been given earlier in the term but was
postponed on account of the illness of
rresiaent Frank H. H. Roberts.

''A Square Deal"

'Ml"''

1

T. W. Smith is bulldln?
on Valencia street that will

Davenports

f.

At prices within jour reach
from $ 6.00 to 35.()0. You
can't put a more. useful or
more beautiful piece of
in jour house.

mm.,.
the walk recently laid at the rear of
tee Church of Our Lady of Sorrows
property with that leading to the conn.
ty Jail. It. also will join the walk on
tee east side of the court house and

1

fur-uitu- re

This

An enjoyable social and rising
" a
given last night in O. R. C. hall by the
rvnignts or Columbus for their fami
lies and friends. Early Jn th
uv vigil- lug a program, consisting of musical
numbers and recitations, was
given
following which refreshments
were
jjancmg was enjoyed until
mmnignt. This Is th fl,t
. v f n Dalies
or similar events
jto be given by the
"- -.
(,
resujar intervals. '

Fine Davenport in stock for $30.00.

J.

J0HNSEN & SON

C.

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

.
- .
OTAurtl.
t.tUKa 13
B.vni.u
to trees has been discovered
grow
rrana m. 11.1
"R vjii- Kpvprn
mis cny nv
o
xji, running-Jiam turned over
, .
mniA ul me
i. . .
,
growtn
ung, secretary of the Bureau of Immigration. Mr.
Henlng will
Have the fungus
examined and endeavor to learn if there Is
any means of
r- -.
.uuUiUK IIS PTAWth
AUttUy cuies nave
been threatened with
the loss of
s
of their trees by diseases
that
have attacked them. Las
Vegas' trees
are growing to be a
source of pride
to the citizens and
every possible
moatia will
, vue taKen ror
their

OR 30 DAYS
i

Our Pride Flour

,,. I

i

&

Son
267

Ranch Phone Main

per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

nine

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

rv

1911.

E- -

L. MURPHY,

Clerk.

There is one nWicine that ererv

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

vo

yuviaea
especially during the
summer mothg?
Marrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer-x
tain tn
vaxaa
7cusju, it costs but a quar- r,
t itr
ZZ??zTi be

f;
.

j

"lUgglSIS.

HARVEY'S
On The Mountain, Now
Open
30th Season.
ct.mllu,i resxiui resort.

2

,

comfortable accommodations.
vg wh?lesome bountiful table.

patronize
Carrlae nn
a o.. Harvev'3
. ,- n
Faro. i
j
Leave orders at' Murphey's.

poisons that cause back-achheadache, nervousness, and
and bladder ailments." O O
and Red Cross Drug Co.
.

y

I

Onion

Of '30

The board of school
directors of
Qlslr,cl No. 4, Shoemaker,
rrw4
Mora county, will
receive and open
bids on the lOtt
day of July, mi
for the erection of a one
room school
house. For plans and
specifications
lu me undersigned at his office at Shoemaker, N.
M.
By order of the school board district No. 4, this 20th day of
June, A
D.

e,

Just in. Phone Your Orders

Perry

,

,

At Prices from 25c to

A marriage license was Issued
yes-

Dl,Y,0U Have the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
vih v uruLitLiizg ana
remove the

Blue Grass nd AVhite
Clover tSeed
Storm Phono Main 462

and Styles

x

jrotec

Fresh Lot of
'

Because You Can't.

Tl

j:

All kind

Come at Once, You Won't Bother Us

to-

hun-dred-

Opposite

"Choice Neekwear"

A flinPlia

J. H. STEARNS

Hottman & Graubarth

We Want Everyone to Enow

the merits of our line of Bread, Cakes,
have the best la Las Vegas, viz :

Come Early

down.

purchase.
V

If You're a Lover of

Don't forget the home baking sale
at York's grocery store tomorrow

CALL FOR

Market Finders

War

The big cottowood trees on the West
side are creating a persistent snow
storms. The falling flakes of cotton are
making drifts about the plaza. They also
find their way Into offices, stores. and
homes and are a general nuisance.
When the young elm trees in the Plaza
park have attained the proper height
tbe veteran cottonwoods will be cut

WORKS

Announcement

ANT Ads
Are Best

Our Display is Well Worth Coming; to See

weather.

Raton's baseball squad took the first
game of the season Wednesday afternoon defeating the Cheyenne Indians
by a score of 8 to 6. Barnett pitched
He held Cheyenne to eight hits. Ra
ton and Fort Logan, Colo., will play
flt Yankee on July 4 for a purse of

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206

They Just Arrived

will prove a great convenience
in wet

-

Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

- ,4.50

vv.

Graaf's Dry Goods Store all day
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and la one of the morrow, 20 per cent reduction.

FIRE

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

.

if we had a phone hitched to the ear of every man in town,
we'd call them all in to see "Our New Line of Neckwear"

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

'

OF

".iv

from factory

PHONE MAIN 379

Mrs. Mary Dinsmore has filed suit In
tbe district court for divorce from her
busband, William W.' Dinsmore.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

--

ace-qui-

The

Neckwear

GARDEN HOSE

.

Positively no camnfriffOl ft o
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J. Wesner.

Ul

r

Now is the Time
F01

Lunch every morning at

at Long3

Buffet.

You'll Like Our Work.

--- Try

and Quality
Oriental

..... ...$1.00
.

.

Fancy Japan Blend...
Special

C
.

Phone Main 81.

Blend.

Fancy Ceylon Blend.

It- -

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
10 o'clock

We have the Price

-

We all squander money on sohamp

that won't work.

ICE TEA

Tour curtains need laundering this spring. Tbe usage they
nave received and the dust
taejr have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
bang tbe entire summer. ' Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will,
be pleasantly surprised by their
i
appearance when we return
them. We wash j them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them just . st
enough
to drape right, and hold their
shape, and we dry thepi, .perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.

.

Blend......

.....

.

75
.50
35

D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Man
i. V

Read The Optic. It carries the full
w
Associated press report. '

